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Disparate social and economic positioning of blacks and Latinos, as compared to
the social and economic positioning ofwhites, plague the nation's cities. America will
have to overcome major obstacles to bring these neglected potential contributors of
economic strength into the loop ofproductivity. Issues that trouble black America,
trouble all ofAmerica. A glance at the realities of black America reveals the following
disconcerting realities:
1. Persistent disparities remain in the different labor-market status of black and white
Americans. The economic divide among African Americans has mirrored that of
society as a whole.
2. For more than 30 years the black unemployment rate has been twice that ofwhites,
and it has not dropped below 10 percent since the mid 1970s. * The growth of the
black middle class does not overshadow the other continuing economic realities of
black America.
3. One in three blacks, 10 million of 33 million, is living in poverty today, a rate that is
three times that ofwhites.^ Black Americans are 15 percent of the total United States
‘John Jefferies, "Changes in the Economy and Labor Market Status of Black Americans," in The




population, but constitute 40 percent of poor Americans. The differences in the
level of earned income between blacks and whites exist among workers with the same
levels ofeducation.
4. AVhile serious crime is falling in major cities, the levels of black victimization and
black crime are still high. During the last fifty years, black crime rates have remained
substantially higher than white crime rates in all the major crime categories.
5. Blacks still endure significant health problems that are caused and exacerbated by
poverty, lack of culturally competent health-care providers, inefficient health care,
and racial discrimination. Even if access improves through insurance, primary care
and culturally competent services, these changes alone will not ensure better health
unless steps are taken to alleviate poverty and discrimination, increase education, and
encourage healthy behavior.
Blacks' ability to influence American public-policy making at state and national
levels remains a critical aspect of empowerment. Increasing numbers of legislators in the
U.S. Congress, political appointees, and national black organizations in Washington,
D.C. have collectively forged a minority presence in policy-making circles. As blacks
attempt to translate their presence in state politics into substantive gains, their efforts
reveal both successes and limitations in their ability to influence the policy-making
process. Through coalition politics and consensus building, blacks become important
players in the public policy debate. Political fragmentation, however, emerges as a result
of competing organizational agendas and tension over the pressure to compromise on
political positions. Consequently, both the successes and limitations of black interest
activity can be identified.
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This research examines prospects for a biracial coalition among black and Latino
legislators in the Texas State House of Representatives and explores whether or not these
black and Latino legislators are well suited as coalition partners. Chapter One provides
an analysis ofTexas and outlines the purpose of the study, which is to examine the
political strategy employed by black legislators, and specifically to gauge the presence of
black and Latino legislative cooperation as manifested through a coalition. Research
objectives as well as research questions are outlined.
Chapter Two presents a review of relevant literature pertaining to coalition
research. Theories of coalitions for understanding black and Latino politics are also
explored, as are theories of biracial coalition building. The theoretical and conceptual
framework is also presented in Chapter Two, while Chapter Three explains research
methodology, details the research design, and data collection procedures.
Chapters Four and Five provide examinations of the Texas Legislative Black
Caucus members and the Texas Mexican American Legislative Caucus. Membership
profiles are provided as well as information on organizational structure, issues supported,
and legislative strategy. A bill analysis examines the level of support provided by the
both caucuses' members for specific legislation.
Chapter Six presents research findings, examines the prospects for a biracial
coalition in the Texas House ofRepresentatives, and offers a concluding analysis of the
study.
Overview and Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship that exists between
members of the Legislative Black Caucus and members of the Mexican American
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Legislative Caucus to determine what political strategies have been employed by each
group. An examination of this relationship is important and has the potential to
contribute to a national examination of black and Latino legislative interaction for several
reasons:
1. in Texas, the Latino population is leirger than the black population — a trend
that is predicted for the nation beginning in 2005, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau;
2. black elected officials in Texas, particularly in the legislature, have obtained
seniority and have established a formidable presence in a conservative
legislative environment;
3. national political orientation has become increasingly conservative; and
4. many of the issues and concerns of black legislators in Texas are similar if not
the same for black elected officials in other locations.
Black state legislators in Texas are ahead of other black state legislators nationwide in
having to negotiate a political relationship with the Latino community. This study was
specifically designed to gauge the presence of black and Latino state legislative
cooperation as manifested through a coalition.
Analysis of Texas
Population
With 84.5 percent of its population living in metropolitan areas, Texas is
predominately an urban state. The state’s 24 metropolitan areas accounted for over 90
^Texas Data Center, Internet, accessed 15 April 2000, http://www.bidc.state.tx.us/overview.
Accessed 15 April 2000.
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percent of Texas population growth between 1990 and 1998. Growth in the state’s
metropolitan areas, however, is not even distributed. With few exceptions, the fastest
growing metropolitan areas in the state are large like Dallas-Ft. Worth, Houston-
Galveston-Brazoria, San Antonio, Austin-San Marcos, or are located along the border
near Mexico like El Paso, McAllen-Edinburg-Mission, Brownsville-Harlingen-San
Benito, and Laredo.
According to the most recent population projections from the Texas State Data
Center at Texas A«feM University, the Texas population is expected to reach 33.9 million
by 2030. This would represent a near doubling of the state’s population from 17 million
in 1990. Hispanics will account for two thirds of this growth and are expected to
outnumber whites by 2025.
Most U.S. metropolitan areas show a direct relationship between the share of the
population that is foreign-bom and the share of the population that speaks a foreign
language at home. Among the nation’s 75 largest metropolitan areas, however, San
Antonio and El Paso are clear standouts. Both cities show a markedly higher proportion
of people speaking a foreign language at home, relative to the population that is foreign-
born. With strong historical and economic ties to Mexico, both San Antonio and El Paso
maintain a strong cultural heritage that include the use of the Spanish language.
The Texas State Data Center offers three different projections for the state’s
potential growth as shown in Table 1. Each scenario indicates that in 2000 alone, the
Hispanic population will double that of blacks. According to Scenario 0.0, by 2015, the
Hispanic population is expected to triple that of blacks. The same scenario projects that
hbid.
the Anglo^ population growth will cap-off in this year and is expected to be marked by a
gradual decline. In 2030, the combined population of blacks and Hispanics
will be greater than that ofAnglos. Scenarios 0.5 and 1.0 indicates steady growth of the
Anglo and black population, but indicate sharp increases in the Hispanic population.
According to Scenario 0.5, in 2005, the Hispanic population will be more than three
times that of the black population. By 2015, the combined population ofHispanic and
blacks in Texas is projected to outnumber the Anglo population, and in 2030 the Hispanic
population is estimated to be slightly less than Anglo population projections. Scenario
1.0 projects even more rapid growth among the Hispanic population. According to this
scenario, by 2005, the Hispanic population will be almost four times that of the black
population.
By 2025, the Hispanic population is projected to significantly outnumber the
Anglo population, and to be more than five times that of the black population. These
scenarios are simply projections of anticipated population growth for the state of Texas,
but they clearly imply changing social dynamics. Demographic changes are altering the
dynamics of politics and also creating a new context for the relationship between racial
minorities.
^The term Anglo is used by the Texas State Data Center to indicate white American population.
For continuity, the term is used when making reference to white population statistics in this particular
report.
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TABLE 1: POPULATION 1990 AND PROJECTED POPULATION 1995-2030 BY
RACE/ETHNICITY AND MIGRATION SCENARIO FOR TEXAS
YEAR TOTAL ANGLO BLACK HISPANIC OTHER
SCENARIO 0.0
1990 16,986,510 10,308,444 1,980,693 4,339,900 357,473
1995 17,897,375 10,553,839 2,107,617 4,849,262 386,657
2000 18,673,127 10,696,038 2,220,004 5,346,154 410,931
2005 19,340,718 10,767,432 2,320,833 5,821,408 431,045
2010 19,944,980 10,800,299 2,413,975 6,282,476 448,230
2015 20,534,832 10,812,402 2,502,547 6,756,644 463,239
2020 21,077,772 10,783,836 2,579,612 7,238,466 475,858
2025 21,510,196 10,684,613 2,639,026 7,701,564 484,993
2030 21,803,369 10,509,355 2,679,050 8,125,863 489,101
SCENARIO 0.5
1990 16,986,510 10,308,444 1,980,693 4,339,900 357,473
1995 18,256,749 10,648,735 2,128,859 5,049,719 429,436
2000 19,473,100 10,895,400 2,266,874 5,802,734 508,092
2005 20,658,862 11,077,593 2,396,966 6,589,802 594,501
2010 21,849,668 11,224,498 2,521,735 7,413,660 689,775
2015 23,092,780 11,352,597 2,643,981 8,301,924 794,278
2020 24,360,479 11,440,024 2,756,822 9,256,715 906,918
2025 25,587,324 11,454,703 2,853,641 10,253,641 1,025,339
2030 26,733,356 11,388,854 2,932,036 11,267,035 1,145,431
SCENARIO 1.0
1990 16,986,510 10,308,444 1,980,693 4,339,900 357,473
1995 18,630,173 10,744,864 2,150,307 5,258,715 476,287
2000 20,344,798 11,100,275 2,314,852 6,302,361 627,310
2005 22,163,392 11,400,152 2,475,840 7,469,354 818,046
2010 24,128,862 11,670,349 2,634,750 8,765,364 1,058,399
2015 26,303,320 11,926,046 2,794,099 10,225,512 1,357,663
2020 28,684,972 12,143,448 2,947,120 11,870,242 1,724,162
2025 31,230,859 12,288,708 3,086,889 13,690,377 2,164,885
2030 33,912,528 12,351,852 3,210,285 15,667,787 2,682,604
Source: Texas State Data Center, Internet, accessed 15 April 2000,
http://www.bidc.state.tx.us/overview.
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As black and Latino populations increase, the composition of neighborhoods
change so does the composition of legislative districts. While an alteration in district
composition toward greater minority membership does not necessarily translate into more
black and Latino legislators, it does mean that their community issues become more
salient to whoever is elected to represent them. For this reason, legislative strategies,
particularly coalition activity, employed by black and Latino legislators are important.
Employment Performance in the 1990s
As ofOctober 1999, Texas had added 2,287,000 non-farm jobs thus far this
decade, representing an increase of 32.8 percent since January 1990.® Texas now
accounts for nearly 7.2 percent of the total U.S. employment, up 6.4 percent at the start of
the decade.^
The Texas unemployment rate (not seasonally adjusted) was 4.2 percent in
November 1999, a slight decrease from the 4.6 percent rate recorded in the same month
o
the previous year. Among the state’s metropolitan areas, Bryan-College Station
continued to post the lowest unemployment rate at 1.5 percent, while McAllen-Edinburg-





Labor and Management Diversity
Among Texas' 241,334 minority-owned firms, nearly 90 percent are located
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within a metropolitan area.*® Houston-Galveston-Brazoria, Dallas-Ft. Worth, San
Antonio, El Paso, and McAllen-Edinburg-Mission are home to the largest number of
minority-owned firms in Texas. Between 1987 and 1992, growth and minority-owned
enterprises in Texas concentrated heavily in large urban areas.
In 1993, there were more than 15,500 Hispanic-owned firms in Texas, and
together these enterprises recorded sales and receipts of nearly $11.8 billion.'* Black-
ovmed firms in Texas numbered just over 50,000 in 1992 with recorded sales and receipts
exceeding $2.3 billion.
In 1992, there were 414,179 women-owned firms in Texas that generated sales
and receipts of 35.3 billion. Led by Houston and Dallas-Ft. Worth, the sales and
receipts of the state’s women-ovraed firms increased by 164 percent from 1987 to 1992.*^
According to the Texas Workforce Commission’s most recent 1999 affirmative-
action data the Texas labor force was 77.4 percent white, 22.0 percent Hispanic, 10.8
percent black, 1.9 percent Asian or Pacific Islander, and less than 1 percent American




“ibid. Note: The Texas Workforce Commission’s percentages do not add to 100 because
Hispanics can be of any race.
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percent in 1999, while the average unemployment rate for their Hispanic cohorts was
8.0 in the same year.’^
The per capita income in Texas, traditionally a low- to moderate-income state,
soared between the mid 1970s and early 1980s as the state benefited from rising energy
prices. In the early 1980s, the state’s per capita income relative to the nation’s
plummeted. In the 1990s the Texas economy was much less dependent on fossil fuel
production, resulting in low oil prices. Despite this economic setback, the state’s per
capita income has began a slow but steady ascent, catching up with the national
average.*^
International border crossing between Texas and Mexico ranks among the busiest
in the United States. In 1997, Laredo handled near 1.3 million incoming trucks, far more
than any other U.S.-Mexico border crossing, while El Paso, with 582,707 incoming
trucks, ranked second.'^
All of the busiest rail crossings between Mexico and the United States are located
in Texas. Larado, Hidalgo, Eagle’s Pass, El Paso, and Brownsville ranked as the most
active rail crossings for incoming rail traffic from Mexico in 1997.
Bound together economically, socially, and historically, El Paso and Cuidad
Juarez form a major bi-national metropolitan area ofapproximately 2 million people.^*
With strong intra-metropolitan linkages, El Paso-Juarez is the busiest border crossing
'’Ibid.
'%id.
*’lbid. Note: U.S. customs does not collect comparable data for outbound vehicles.
’*Ibid.
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between Mexico and the United States for incoming passengers in personal vehicles.’^
Over 43 million people crossed the border from Juarez into El Paso in personal vehicles
in 1997. Hidalgo, Laredo, and Brownsville also handle very large numbers of passengers
crossing into Texas from Mexico in personal vehicles.
Minorities and Politics in Texas
Although the tradition of discrimination and high incidence ofpoverty among
both black and Mexican Americans (44 percent for blacks and 45.3 percent for Mexican
Americans in 1971, compared with 12.6 percent for white Texans) suggest a natural
political alliance, the two groups are basically separated both geographically and
culturally.The 18.4 percent Spanish-surnamed population is concentrated in south and
southwest Texas, an area where almost no blacks live.^* The 28 counties in which at least
half of the people have Spanish surnames are located on or close to the Mexican border.
By contrast, the black population, 12.6 percent of the total Texas population, is
concentrated in an area east of a line drawn roughly from Corpus Christ! through San
Antonio, Austin, and Fort Worth to the Oklahoma border. Since 1950, the migration of
blacks in Texas has largely been rural to urban, but within the state.
^°Jack Bass and Walter DeVries, The Transformation ofSouthern Politics: Social Change and





The Texas state legislature is part-time and convenes once every two years from
January to March, except for special sessions. The legislature has historically been
conservative. Rooted in traditional-conservatism, the state culture reinforces traditional
values. In many cities politics is still driven by patronage and favors, placing more
'y'x
emphasis on local politics than on state politics. Party identification is reinforced by
personal loyalties. Because of this, Mexican Americans represent targets of opportunity
in statewide and national elections.
Just as it is important to look at the historic political role ofMexican Americans
in Texas, it is just as important to do the same for blacks in Texas. Although it will be
years before the barriers of language, color, and culture are overcome, black and
Mexican-American political leaders speak openly of the need for alliance. Various
strategies have been employed in Texas by diverse groups to provide opportunities for
greater political empowerment ofblacks and Latinos. The creation of single-member
legislative districts tends to help minorities. The number of black state legislators
increased immediately from two to eight after single-member districts were ordered for
the three largest counties in 1972, and the number of Mexican Americans in the state
legislature increased by three.^'*
Perspective can be gained about the current political roles ofMexican Americans
in Texas by looking at their historic political role. The traditional political role that
emerged out of the 19 century for Mexican Americans was one in which powerful
"ftbid.
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patrons who owned large amounts of land controlled the votes ofpoor, uneducated
Mexican Americans living on their properties. The patrons tended to be conservative and
paternalistic men whose control of votes gave them influence with white politicians who
shared their interests in retaining a supply of cheap farm and ranch labor. Lesser-
political bosses, called jefes, relied on traditional techniques of city-ward leaders dealing
26with immigrant groups.
The non-militant League ofUnited Latin American Citizens (LULAC), organized
in 1929, emphasized civic responsibility and encouraged political awareness.^^
Stimulated in part by the example of black militancy, new organizations developed. The
most visible group was the Mexican American Youth Organization (MAYO), founded in
1967 and supported with funds from the Ford Foundation, advanced a program designed
to fulfill the destiny of La Raza (the people). The formation of La Raza Unida as a
formal third party was aimed at polarizing the Chicano community to combat the racial
superiority exhibited by whites. Although the militant rhetoric of La Raza repelled large
numbers ofMexican Americans, the party's activities stimulated political and cultural
awareness of all Mexican Americans in Texas, raised issues that had been dormant, and









Although urban black politics varies from city to city, the urban migration that
accompanied removal of legal barriers to black political participation resulted in a class
ofnewly enfranchised blacks that, if organized, could garnish political benefits for the
black community. In Texas two basic problems developed as black political organizers
emerged to broker with the white establishment in Texas.^° The first was that benefits
were not available to specific black voters, but only as a general betterment of social or
economic conditions for blacks. The result was that it was often very difficult to
persuade blacks to register to vote. Often, blacks could be mobilized only when clearly
racial issues were injected into the campaign. The second problem arose whenever the
organization leadership accepted personal benefits from candidates less favorable to the
interests of the black community in general.
The early political organizations were based in the churches or focused on
community building, and even these organizations were faced with problems in deciding
how best to represent black interests. At the end of the 1940s, as black registration and
voting rose sharply, conservative white Democrats made efforts to buy black votes, and
rival black leaders accused ministers of selling out black interests.^' The Harris County
Council ofOrganizations (HCCO) emerged with the aim of unifying the black vote and
making sure it was not sold out for personal gain. As many as 75 groups, most were civic
organizations, were affiliated with HCCO. There was also a United Political
Organization (UPO) dominated by wealthy, conservative black businessmen who tended
to ally with liberal politicians who tended to undercut black political interests.
^'ibid., 332.
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A cadre of elected black officials, neither controlled nor selected by whites and
often not dependent on them, emerged as a new elite of black political leadership with the
passage of the Voting Rights Acts and the increase in single-member districts.^^ The
Legislative Black Caucus, organized in 1972, was seen as an opportunity for black
political leadership to emerge and lobby for black political concerns.
Over the years, members of both the Texas Legislative Black Caucus and the
Mexican American Legislative Caucus of Texas have introduced legislation and lobbied
for positive changes in their communities. The individual caucuses have taken latent and
visible positions on issues of national and regional concern. Of interest is the current
relationship that exists between the two caucuses, and their level of interaction around
issues that are specific to their communities.
Statement of the Problem
Historically, blacks have been the trailblazers in the quest for political
empowerment and inclusion for racial-minority groups. For years, the number of black
elected officials, as well as racial-minority elected officials, has been slowly increasing,
but an interesting national trend has been noted. The Latino population is growing at a
rate that outpaces all other racial groups. This growth has many different effects and
implications. As more Latinos become identified as constituents, the composition of
congressional and legislative districts change. There is potential for the political
ideological orientation of districts to shift, for majority black districts to become majority
Latino districts, and for the definition ofminority to shift (or at least the application of
^^Ibid., 334.
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the term). As a result, it is increasingly important to explore the relationship that exists
between black and Latino elected officials. To get a glimpse of black/Latino legislative
interaction, this researcher thought it worthwhile to conduct a case study of the Texas
legislature. This research specifically looks at the 16^ session of the Texas legislature
that took place in 1999-2000 — immediately before a Presidential election and before the
release of the 2000 census results. Nationally, black and Latino legislative caucuses have
been organized to address the legislative concerns of black and Latino communities. In
Texas, the Legislative Black Caucus (LBC) was organized in 1972 when the largest class
of black representatives was elected to the Texas legislature. That same year, the
Mexican American Legislative Caucus (MALC) was organized so that Latino senators
and representatives could collectively address the concerns of the Latino community.
Out of this context, several questions arise: Does shared racial-minority group
status create a strong enough foundation for the formation of sustainable coalitions? Or
does shared group status cause racial minorities to view each other with suspicion and
distrust resulting in competitive behavior? Shared status in a political and social context
is one ofmany suggested conditions for the development of an integrated political
strategy. From his study ofLos Angeles politics, Raphael Sonenshein concluded:
[While] White racial liberalism is necessary for the creation of a biracial coalition,
it is not sufficient. Like most political coalitions, interests influence biracial
coalitions. The interests ofWhite liberals may conflict with Black interests.
Interest alliances, or at least the absence of interest conflict, is condition required
for strong biracial coalitions.
^^Raphael Sonenshein, “Biracial Coalitions in Big Cities; Why They Succeed, Why They Fail,” in
Racial Politics in American Cities, ed, Rufus Browning et al. (New York; Longman Press, 1994).
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Although Sonenshein’s conclusion is based on observations of black-white coalitions,
overlapping interests are recognized as key to forging successful coalitions among
minorities.
Blacks and Latinos appear to be well suited as political allies because of shared
minority-group status. The aggregate political power that the two groups could
potentially exercise offer political, social, and economic benefits that both groups seek.
Nevertheless, coalescence of the two groups in Texas around a specific political agenda
that yields measurable benefits for each community has yet to manifest itself as a reality.
This leads one to ask, "Why is it that blacks and Latinos in Texas have not rallied around
a central political agenda?" What factors are prohibiting the formation of a formal
biracial coalition? National statistics would indicate that the social and political
situations of both groups converge at many points, so the fact that blacks and Latinos
have not coalesced is puzzling. However, under a more clearly developed analysis of
coalitions and coalition building, a better understanding can be gained of black and
Latino political strategies.
In the Texas legislature during the 76*'’ session, blacks emd Latinos combined
make up 28 percent of the House of Representatives, with there being more Latinos
legislators than black. In the Senate, there were two black members and six Latino
members. Concerns for Latino and black legislators are, then, what is the most effective
strategy for protecting and promoting constituent and commvmity interests, and what
avenues will safeguard these interests and increase social, political, and economic
benefits? Both groups have respective caucuses designed to serve as political vehicles.
This research examines whether or not the Legislative Black Caucus and the Mexican
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American Legislative Caucus have functioned as viable political vehicles with the
capacity to support a biracial coalition as a legislative strategy.
Coalition formation and maintenance are an integral part of the political process,
especially for groups that make up a numerical minority. Coalesence between the two
groups, as political strategy for empowerment, has the possibility of extending political
resources and securing desired political outcomes. Hasan Crockett points out in his
research that “. . .the coalition model analyzes the world ofpolitical actors - in conflict
and cooperation - usingpolitical resources for agreed uponpolitical ends.”^"^ He further
iterates the reasoning of Barbara Hinckley:
A definition of coalition activity supplies a definition ofpolitics. Coalition
activity is, in fact, a ‘small measure’ ofpolitical activity. .. .Thus, the diversity
and complexity ofpolitical activity can be simplified, ordered, and subsumed by
the definition, and the research devoted to coalitions can be applied to the study of
politics.^^
This further underscores the utility of the coalition model for analyzing the legislative
behavior of black and Latino legislators in Texas, as well as iterating that coalition
activity as political activity. It provides a framework for hypothesizing, theorizing, and
predicting the occurrence ofevents with similar political properties.
^^Barbara Hinckley, Coalition andPolitics (New York: Harcourt, 1981), 4 as quoted in Hasan
Crockett, "Coalition Politics: The AFL-CIO Southern Areas Civil Rights Department and the Civil Rights
Departments and the Civil Rights Movement, in Georgia, North Carolina, and Mississippi, 1965-1967"
(Ph.D. diss., Clark Atlanta University, 1985), 3.
^^Hasan Crockett, "Coalition Politics: The AFL-CIO Southern Areas Civil Rights Department and
the Civil Rights Departments and the Civil Rights Movement, in Georgia, North Carolina, and Mississippi,




The primary research objective of this study is to examine whether or not the
Legislative Black Caucus and the Mexican American Legislative Caucus have functioned
as viable political vehicles with the capacity to support a biracial coalition as a legislative
strategy. Other sub-objectives of the study include the following:
1. highlighting strategies used by black state legislators in Texas to achieve political
objectives,
2. understanding the perceptions of black state legislators of the LBC as a means of
understanding their underutilization of the organization, and
3. exploring the political strategy ofMALC and members.
The primary objective explores the behavior ofblack and Latino legislators to determine
if shared racial minority-group status is a strong enough foundation for the formation of a
coalition. Sub-objectives of the study explore factors that have inhibited the formation of
a formal biracial coalition by examining prevailing attitudes and strategies.
Research Questions
This study contends that shared minority-group status does not necessitate a
complete overlap of interest, although some areas of interest for black and Latino
communities as represented by state legislators are similar, if not the same. As a result, it
is not suggested that black and Latino legislators promote the same legislation to serve
their constituents’ interests, but it is recognized that the thrust behind specific measures
may be parallel and have the same motivating factors.
In order to achieve the stated objectives and sub-objectives of this study, the
following research questions are posed:
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1. How did black and Latino legislators vote on specific legislation identified as
having an effect on both or either communities?
2. What type of support did black and Latino legislators provide to legislators of the
other racial group for legislation?
3. According to established criteria for effective coalitions, how well suited are blacks
and Latinos in the Texas Legislature as coalition partners?
Importance and Limitations of the Study
With regards to state politics, the study of coalitions is pertinent. From a
pragmatic perspective, the study ofminority politics and coalitions is essential as the
nation’s cities become inundated with a cultural heterogeneity that is impacting political
institutions and processes. Cooperation, alliances, and coalitions are becoming the order
of the day for numeric and cultural minorities. The impact of this reality is having
reverberating effects that extend beyond urban sectors into state and federal arenas.
Blacks and Latinos are disproportionately victims ofpoverty, under-funded inner-city
schools, and violence. Therefore, analyses ofways in which the two groups can improve
their political and social position can only serve as a benefit.
Additionally, the type of relation that exists between black and Latino-
communities and those that have been elected to represent their community concerns is
increasingly important because of the impact ofnumerical growth reflect by the 2000
Census. Many of legislative and congressional districts that have a majority or
significant black populations also have increasing numbers of Latino residents and
constituents. As districts are redrawn to accommodate increasing population, districts
that previously had a majority black population may find themselves with a majority
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Latino population. Just as black communities have fought to have black elected
officials. Latino communities will predictably do the same.
The 76*'' session of the Texas legislature was selected because, during this session,
a number of legislative issues were addressed that impacted the socioeconomic well
being of blacks and Latinos in Texas. Selection of the 76*'' session came after reviewing
press releases of both organizations, preliminary discussions with LBC members, and a
review of legislation deemed to be most important for a respective session by the House
Research Organization (HRO) for the 74*'', 75*'', and 76*** sessions. A second
consideration was the fact that the 76*'' session has most recently finished, making it
easier to obtain information related to legislative activity.
This study has two limitations. First, this study focuses on black and Mexican
American legislators in the state ofTexas during a limited time period. Research does
not include an examination of any other states or of other Latino groups. Second, as a
result of the first limitation, conclusions drawn from this research lack generalizability.
This research does note the existence of similarities between this case study ofTexas and
national trends, but, at the same time, all analyses are specific to Texas.
Definition ofKey Terms
Aggregate Political Power: The combined influence of two or more actors in the political
system is aggregate political power. This influence is defined as resources ranging from
monetary to leadership positions.
Alliance: Similar to coalition, an alliance is a pact or agreed upon course of action around
issues and specific agenda items rather than a succinct agenda or ideology.
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Black: The terms black and African American are used interchangeably to refer to
those of African descent in America. Survey data indicates that seven of ten African
Americans prefer the term black. The term is also used because it describes an identity
and a status within American society that is based on color. The black experience in
America is markedly different from the experience ofwhite ethnic groups, and the use of
African American may convey the impression that blacks are just another ethnic group.
Further, after one generation, white ethnic groups have been able to shed their ethnicity
and blend into the mainstream ofwhite America. Because of their skin color, blacks
remain identifiable generation after generation. The term black is also used because it
has come to represent an insular group that is more or less politically cohesive, that has
been historically stigmatized, is generally economically depressed, and remains socially
isolated.
Black Legislator: A black legislator is ofAfrican or African-American descent.
Biracial Coalition: A coalition formed by two or more racial groups is a biracial
coalition.
Coalition Building: The act of coalition building involves efforts that have been engaged
to unite two actors on either an issue or an ideology. These actions can range from
organizing loose short-term alliances to long-term formal coalitions.
Coalition Politics: This term constitutes the way in which a collection of disparate groups
come together to fight for a specific political purpose that is shared to some degree by all
of the groups involved.
^’Excerpt from Ralph Gomes and Linda Faye Williams, eds. Exclusion to Inclusion: The Long
Strugglefor African American Political Power (Westport, CT; Greenwood Press, 1992) in Paula McClain
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Coalitional Efforts: Coalitional efforts are attempts at coalition building (examples:
voting as a bloc, holding joint press conferences, meetings about a specific issue or
legislative item) that have not materialized into an alliance or a coalition.
Community: A commxinity is a group of people who reside in a specific locality and often
have a common cultural and historical heritage. Shared common characteristics or
interests are implied.
Community Interests: Community interests are interests and concerns that have been
identified by or for a particular community as priority.
Constituents: Constituents are members of defined legislative district whose interests are
represented by elected or appointed officials.
Formal: The term formal implies a mutually agreed upon construct that has been
established based on an outlined criterion for membership and organization structure.
Rules for engagement have been outlined, identified, and agreed upon. The construct is
structured in such a way that others wishing to become a part must agree to abide by set-
forth guidelines, therefore implying membership.
Group Identity or Cohesion: In terms of politics, group identity or cohesion refers to the
extent of solidarity expressed by members of a racial minority group. Cohesion can be
measured by the proportion ofminorities who believe that their group experiences
discrimination or exclusion, and by feelings of closeness to other members of the group.
Cohesion is important because it is a strong predictor of how effectively a minority group
can be mobilized for political action.
and Joseph Stewart, Can We All Get Along? Racial and Ethnic Minorities in American Politics (Bolder,
CO: Westview Press, 1995).
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Informal: The term informal refers to a construct that is often ad hoc and has been
established to achieve a particular end.
Implementation: Implementation involves putting a policy into action after it has been
formulated and adopted. As with the other stages of the policy-making process,
implementation is subject to numerous influences that are both internal and external to
the implementation agency or agencies; consequently, following implementation of a
policy may or may not resemble the form in which it was actually developed.
Incorporation: Incorporation is the degree to which groups are represented in the
dominant policy-making coalitions within a body of government. Racial and ethnic
minority groups have rarely been incorporated. Incorporation is also defined as inclusion
as an integral part of an organization or unit.
Latino: The terms Latino and Hispanic are used interchangeably as umbrella terms when
it is difficult to distinguish among subgroups of the nation’s Spanish origin population.
The largest of the Latino groups are Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Cuban
Americans. The term Hispanic is shunned by many intellectuals because it is Eurocentric
- the term literally means “lover of Spain” - which, given the national origins of the
overwhelming majority of U.S. Latinos are from South America, particularly Mexico, is
inappropriate. Moreover, Hispanic is a term devised by the U.S. Census Bureau for
classifying individuals and is devoid of any theoretical or political context.
Latino Legislator: A Latino legislator is a legislator who is Mexican, ofMexican-
American descent, or can be identified by the U.S. Census Bureau as Hispanic.
Majority : A majority is achieved when support from fifty percent, plus one vote, of the
total body has been gained.
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Mexican American: A Mexican American is an individual who is ofMexican descent
and is an American citizen.
Minority : Minorities are groups ofpeople who interact with one another and with the
majority group in terms of their group membership. Minority groups are not simply
-JO ,
statistical categories. A minority group is characterized by four qualities:
identifiability, differential power differential and pejorative treatment, and group
awareness.^^
Without identifiability, group solidarity, and differential treatment become
difficult, ifnot impossible. Selection of the relevant characteristics upon which
identifiability is based is neither fixed nor self-evident. Rather, it is variable and socially
defined and interpreted. What is often overlooked in minority-group relations is that
there are more similarities than dissimilarities between peoples within the same society.
Emphasis is instead placed on difference in skin color, eye shape and color, specific
language, and accent. In America, skin color is the central elements of identifiability, and
black Americans are the prime out-group.
Differential power implies relatively greater use of resources by one group
compared to another. This is not of a powerful group versus a powerless group, but of a
relatively more powerful group versus a relatively less powerful group."*® In terms of
domination, it is the power, rather than the numbers that matter. Herbert Blalock, author
of Toward a Theory ofMinority-Group Relations, argues that numbers are not a resource,




and may actually drain away a group’s strength, as they pose coordination and
resources distribution problems for the group. As the numbers in the power minority
increase, the resources mobilized by the power majority must also increase. When the
power majority controls resources, it also controls the life chances of the minority
including their access to resources, jobs, education, wealth, food, and healthcare.
Discrimination, characteristic of differential and pejorative treatment, is the
behavioral component ofprejudicial attitudes of the majority toward minority.'*'
Differential treatment is what group members actually experience as a consequence of
their minority status. This treatment that most directly affects the life chances and
lifestyle of the individual minority group member that becomes the focus ofminority
protest and movements.
As a collective of individuals who are disadvantaged in power receive differential
and pejorative treatment, they come to identify themselves as a group. Minority group
status is a process in which increasingly more group members perceive the similarities of
their social position and the commonality of their fate. A minority may exist prior to the
general group awareness. However, if no individuals in the minority see themselves as a
minority and are subjected to differential treatment, then, arguably, minority status cannot
be said to exist.
University ofChicago sociologist Louis Wirth, who first popularized the term,
defined "minority" loosely as virtually any group (example: ethnic, linguistic, religious,
■“Ibid.
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or racial) that is differentiated from and subordinated to a society’s dominant group.'^^
Ironically, the one stipulation laid down by Wirth - that minority does not refer to a
group’s numerical size, but to its subordinated status - is widely ignored in popular
usage. It was not imtil recently thatminority has taken on its present, more restrictive,
racial meaning. More than just being people of color, minorities are understood to have
experienced systematic racial discrimination. Even more to the point, minority groups
are now understood to have been forcibly incorporated, or colonized, into American
society by whites. Moreover, the minority’s subjugated status is assumed to have been
sanctioned by law. Finally, there is the opinion that even after such explicit
discrimination has ended, minority-group members are sufficiently burdened by their
history that they deserve special help and consideration.
An example for this view of aminority as a victimized racial-dominant group is
obviously black Americans. Indeed, this new conception of the term reflects the success
blacks had during the 1960s in getting their plight defined as a public-policy priority.
Thus, as minority came to mean racial minority exclusively, Wirth’s original conception
of any group subordinated by nationality, language, or religion, in addition to race, no
longer held.
The European immigrants who formerly shared minority status with blacks and
Native Americans, but did so on the basis of nonracial criteria, are typically referred to
now as ethnics or ethnic groups. Thus, minority groups are characterized by racial
“'■Peter Skerry, Mexican-Americans: The Ambivalent Minority (New York: The Free Press, 1993),
11.
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criteria, ethnic groups by cultural criteria.'*^ More to the point, ethnics were not
conquered, enslaved, or otherwise colonized by American society, but immigrated here
voluntarily. This does not mean that ethnic groups, particularly as recent immigrants,
have never experienced prejudice or discrimination, but their experience is nothing like
the systematic racial discrimination sustained over generations that minorities have
endured. This difference in experience is, in part, because the cultural characteristics that
demarcate ethnic groups are mutable, whereas racial characteristics are not.
Against this backdrop of official and unofficial designation as a minority group
emerges the significance of the pervasive, but little noted, practice of treating Mexican
Americans and Latinos, generally as a racial group. However, this typology poses
several unexplained problems.'*'* The most obvious is that, as the Census Bureau iterates,
"Hispanic" is an ethnic, not a racial designation. White, black, and Hispanic are not
mutually exclusive categories because Hispanics can be of any race. To deal with this
problem, specifications like non-Hispanic whites, non-Hispanic blacks and Hispanics
have been used. Even this formulation continues to foster the mistaken notion that
Hispanic is a residual racial category.
Of still greater importance is the fact that classifying Mexican Americans as
racially non-white conflicts rather dramatically with how they see themselves. In the
1990 census, 50.6 percent ofMexican Americans identified themselves as white. Only





claimed to be neither white nor black, but other race.'*^ Moreover, the corresponding
data from the 1980 census indicates that Mexican Americans are increasingly less likely
to identify themselves as white and more likely to put "other race."'^^
According to Peter Skerry, a leading researcher in Mexican-American politics,
one reason why mainstream elite have so readily designated Mexican Americans as a
minority is that the Mexican-American elite are intent on this perspective. Rodolfo de la
Garza’s research concludes, “Chicano elite consider racism to be a defining characteristic
of the Chicano experience that continues to plague them today.”'** Yet it has not always
been so. For much of this century, Mexican-American leaders have worked hard to
distinguish their group from blacks and, indeed, argued that Mexican Americans are
white.
Political Coalition-. Political coalitions require that groups have similar goals, desire
similar outcomes, and to pursue their objectives in a collaborative and cooperative
fashion.
Political Ideology. The underlying beliefs, intentions, and attitudes of a particular social
or political group which, in turn, shape the group’s actions and opinions on political
issues can be identified as political ideology. Ideology is traditionally conceived in terms
of liberal, moderate, and conservative; however, numerous scholars find classification





scholars have experienced difficulty in attributing a particular ideology to each racial
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group.
Political Incorporation'. The extent to which a particular racial minority group is able to
exert influence within a political system indicates political incorporation. Incorporation
goes beyond mere representation; rather, it is based on quality of leadership and coalition
building with other racial groups.
SharedMinority-Group Status: Minority status is a social definition involving
distinctions selected from the totality of reality that are imposed on specific groups.
Varying distinctions separate groups, but the fact that they have the designation of
minority gives them a shared social status.
Similar Interests: Similar interests are parallel concerns that have been identified by two
or more political actors.
Socioeconomic Status: Socioeconomic status is a measure used in the social sciences to
gauge the social and economic condition of a particular group or individual. Some of the
indicators include educational attainment, income, unemployment rate, and poverty. For
racial minority groups, socioeconomic status is a good predictor of political activity and
of the ability of the group to overcome social, economic, and political barriers.
Sustainable Coalition: Coalitions that have been organized, and based on the coalition
principles outlined by Stokley Carmichael and Charles Hamilton, possess a stability that




Previous studies have undoubtedly provided insight into the types ofquestions
that should be asked with regard to minority coalitions. However, there is inconsistency
in defining coalition. Peter Eisinger and Paula McClain and Joseph Stewart argue that
political coalitions require that groups have similar goals, desire similar outcomes, and
pursue objectives in a collaborative fashion.' Furthermore, coalitions may be tightly or
loosely organized, and cooperation may be tacit or explicit. Ironically, Charles Henry
discusses the limitations of the coalition framework provided by Carmichael and
Hamilton, but fails to offer an alternative definition ofhis own.^ Additionally, some
authors use the terms coalition and cooperation interchangeably.'' Depending on choice
of definitions, a coalition requires much more than cooperation between groups, it may
also entail compromise.
'Peter K. Eisinger, Patterns ofInterracial Politics: Conflict and Cooperation in the City (New
York: Academic Press, 1976); Paula D. McClain and Joseph Stewart, Jr., Can We All Get Along? (Boulder:
Westview Press, 1995).
^Ibid.
^Charles P. Henry, “Blacks-Chicano Coalitions: Possibilities and Problems” (paper presented at
the annual meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, Illinois, 24-26 April 1980).
‘‘Kent L. Tedin and Richard Murray, “Support for Biracial Coalitions Among Blacks and
Hispanics,” Social Science Quarterly 4 (1994); Sonenshein, 1994.
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Problems with definition naturally lead to problems ofmeasurement. All of the
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aforementioned authors characterize mutual support for candidates as evidence of a
coalition. Instances where large percentages of different racial and ethnic groups voted in
support of a candidate are deemed biracial coalitions. However, as Jerry Watts so
pointedly argues, “[T]o call any existent electoral configuration [a coalition] is to make
the term too broad to be of any analytical utility.”^ Watts goes on to argue that these
“after the fact” assessments are not helpful. This certainly undermines McClain’s and
Eisinger’s argument that cooperation can be tacit. Coalitions require some forethought
and intention on the part of the individuals “to link themselves together for reasons of
pursuing an end that could not be maintained ifthey did notpool their resources
[emphasis added],The ends include, but are not limited to, a candidate’s election or the
projection of a certain issue.
Moreover, Watt’s conception of a coalition “presupposes the presence of
definable groups that have been deemed rational within the parent society and sufficiently
salient among group members to generate conscious loyalties, and political elites who
can bargain on behalfof these groups.”’ Similar to Carmichael and Hamilton, Watts goes
on to distinguish between two different types of coalitions - disjointed and shared core
coalitions:
^Jerry Watts, “Blacks and Coalitional Politics: A Reconceptualization,” in The Politics ofMinority




A disjointed coalition is one in which the participation of groups or factions
have a shared goal, and that goal is instrumental to the realization ofmore
important specific goals that are not shared. Participants band together for
strategic reason in order to pursue or project their particularistic desires... .In
such coalitions groups band together because they do not believe that they have
sufficient resources to articulate successfully their goals by themselves. The
groups coming together to create a disjointed coalition need not endorse the
specific agenda of the other members of the coalition - in fact they may oppose
them.*
Disjointed coalitions are most common in electoral politics, where groups with distinctly
differing agendas join forces to realize an end. According to Watts, disjointed coalitions
usually center on the election of an individual candidate or party that has made various
promises to the disparate groups.^ Shared coalitions, on the other hand,
[ejxist when various disparate groups come together because they support a
common issue agenda. In order for a shared coalition to emerge, each of the
participating sectors must relinquish key aspects of their own specific agendas in
pursuit of a universally shared agenda or lowest common denominator... . This
is difficult, for it may mean nothing less than the renunciation ofpolicy
objectives..
Watts acknowledges that many populaces will refuse to enter into these types of
contracts, for “[i]f the lowest common denominator is intensely held but inadequately
encompassing to insure allegiances of the potential members of the coalition, then the
coalition will be insufficiently expansive and weak.””







In the polls, cooperation is every bit as important as competition. First, politics
involves seeking allies and organizing cooperation in order to compete with
opponents. Whenever there are two sides to an issue and more than two people
involved, there must be alliances among the people on one side .. .every conflict
unites some people as it divides others, and politics has much to do with how
1 "y
alliances are made and held together as with how people are divided.
This definition is extrapolated from William Gameson’s “Experimental Studies of
Coalition Formation,” as discussed by Barbara Hinckley, and focuses on three elements:
(1) an application ofpower, (2) a combination of conflict and coordination, and (3) a
collective activity.'^ Further on, Hinckley states that this type of collective mixed-motive
situation is “precisely the kind of human problem that calls for political skills.”*'* For
goals to be realized, actors must in engage in bargaining, compromise, mobilize support,
and majority rule. The coalition model dedicates significant research to categorizing the
structures and behaviors of coalitions, analyzes the relationships between categories,
identifies laws of operations, and finally, offering theories and explanations.’^
'^Deborah Stone, Policy Paradox and Political Reason (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1988).
’^Barbara Hinckley, Coalitions andPolitics (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1981), 4.
Hinckley notes two definitions ofpower used by political scientists: (1) the possession of control, authority,
or influence over others or (2) the ability to act to produce an effect. For the purpose of coalition studies,
the second definition is more useful. Coalition actors join resources to produce an effect - to determine an





Approaches to Coalition Research
Three distinct approaches dominate coalition research include game-theoretic
studies, social-psychological studies, and empirical political studies.*^ There is sufficient
debate in the literature about the validity of these various approaches. In order to provide
a clearer understanding of use of the coalition model, a brief discussion is provided on the
major theories and their authors.
Game Theory Studies
Economists J. von Neuman and O. Morgenstem developed game theory studies in
1944.'^ Another work used by political scientists to study game theory is William
Hiker’s The Theory ofPolitical Coalitions. The name game theory was derived fi:om
observations that concluded that the problems of strategic thinking can be formally
treated as if they were games. One can designate a set ofplayers, rules, and strategies
1 K
and make assumptions about rationality and interdependence.
It is important that a distinction be made between the popular use of the word
game and its use in the theory of games. In popular speech the word game refers both to
a set of rules and to the play of a particular match under these rules.In the theory of
'®Ibid.
'’j. von Neuman and O. Morgenstem, Theory ofGames andEconomic Behavior (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1944).
'^Hinckley, 1981:23.
'^William Riker, The Theory ofPolitical Coalitions (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
1962), 33-34.
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games, the word game refers only to the set of rules themselves. The game is simply
the totality of rules that describe it.^°
The central assumption of game theory is that players, given a variety of choices
to accomplish an established goal, engage in a rational decision-making process. In a
situation of competition where conditions of uncertainty and incomplete information
exists, each actor tries to maximize gains or minimize losses. This requires each player
to (1) rank order preferences, (2) estimate probabilities, and (3) try to discern what the
other player is going to do.^' The bestmove depends on what one’s opponent (or
partner) is expected to do. Such studies are utilized in a variety of political and
nonpolitical situations.
Game theory states that all games have characteristics in common. First, they
consist of players with resources and goals. Second, there is a set of rules specifying
what players can and cannot do and the procedures for the game. Rules can either be
easy and clear or complicated and vague. Finally, the rules specify the outcomes of the
games. In a zero-sum game, the losses and the gains of the two players cancel each other
out. In non-zero sum or variable-sum games, the gains and losses do not cancel; both
sides may gain or lose by different amounts or to various degrees. This is often the case
in political coalitions.
The central question in game-theory research is the following: in a game where




to form, and (2) how will the collective payoff of a coalition be apportioned among its
members. Riker concluded that for zero-sum games with perfect information, coalitions
form only to the point at which they reach minimum winning size; beyond that point,
there is no incentive for members of coalitions to add more members.^^
Game theory is criticized because its perception of reality is static. Game theory
eliminates the temporal - time and political space - from social theory.^^ The contention
ofmany researchers is that this problem has both theoretical and methodological
foundations. Anthony Giddens points out that when there is an over emphasis on the
structure and function of systems - structuralism and functionalism - the players are
manipulated as if they are inert and inept.^''
Another criticism of game theory is its reliance on rational decision-making
assumptions. The rational model, with its foundation in economic modeling, makes the
following propositions about decision makers:
In terms of actual behavior, a rational man (or woman): (1) can always make a
decision when presented with a range of alternatives, (2) knows probable
consequences of choosing each alternative, (3) ranks all alternatives in an order of
preference, so that each is preferred, equal, or inferior to other options included in
the ranking, (4) always chooses the highest-ranked alternative, and (5) always
makes the same decision each time the same alternatives are available.
^^Riker, 1962: 25.
^hbid.
^‘‘Anthony Giddens, New Rules ofSociological Method: A Positive Critique ofInterpretive
Sociologies (New York: Basic Books, 1976), 4.
^^George J. Gordon, Public Administration in America QAew York'. St. Martin’s Press, 1992), 177.
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The practicality of the rational model is questioned on many grounds, each leading to
the proposition that it is not possible to construct a purely rational process of decision¬
making for any but the simplest, lowest level decisions.
Social-Psychological Studies
Major contributors to a social-psychological approach to coalition behavior are
George Simmel, Theodore Caplow, and William Gamson. This theoretical and empirical
approach seeks to identify and explain recurring patterns ofcoalition behavior, as well as
focus on how coalition players actually behave in the real world under different
conditions.
Theodore Caplow developed the central theory to this approach when he proposed
that the formation of coalitions “depends upon the initial distribution of power, and, other
things being equal, may be predicted under certain assumptions when the initial
distribution of power is known.” Caplow’s assumptions are the following:
1. members of a triad may differ in strength, in that a strong member can control a
weaker member and will seek to do so;
2. each member of the triad seeks control over the others, for control over two others is
preferred to control over one other and control over one other is preferred to control
over none;
3. the strength of the coalition is equal to the strength of its two members; and
^^Theodore Caplow, “A Theory of Coalitions in the Triad,” American Sociological Review 21
(1956): 490.
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4. the formation of coalitions takes place in an existing triad, so there is a pre¬
coalition in every triad. Any attempt by a stronger member to coerce a weaker
member in the pre-coalition condition will provide the formation of a coalition to
oppose the coercion.^’
Caplow’s use of the triad model is important in understanding political coalitions. What
seems an individual or two-person decision can often be analyzed as part of a larger
coalition situation. Caplow argues that social interaction is "primarily triangular rather
than linear" and can be analyzed as the coalition activity of “two against one.”^*
Gamson identified other factors important to the theory. The minimum-resource
theory emphasized the initial resources the players bring to the situation. It assumes that
players seek to maximize their share of success from the situation and expect payoff
parity. “It predicts that a coalition will form in which the total resources are as small as
possible yet sufficient to win.” However, Jerome Cherkoff argues that the probability
of success may be a more influential variable than initial resources if the weaker player is
■3 A
seeking the psychological rewards accrued fi'om being associated with a winner.
Players expect a payoff beyond parity and according to their pivotal power.
^^Jerome M. Cherkoff, “Sociophychological Theories and Research on Coalition Formation,” in
The Study ofCoalition Behavior, ed. Sven Groennings, et al. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1970), 297-298; Caplow, 1956: 490.
^®Caplow, 1956:490.
^'’Hinckley, 1981: 19.
^“Jerome Cherkoff, “The Effects ofProbability of Future Success of Coalition Formation,”
Journal ofExperimental Social Psychology! (1966): 265-11.
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The critiques of social-psychological studies are similar to game theory studies
in that motion, change and contradiction are deemphasized. As with game-theoretic
methods, social- psychological methods are heavily modified for use in the real world.
Empirical Political Studies
The central concern of empirical studies is explaining a political phenomenon and
its political effects. Coalition analysis is used insofar as it contributes to this goal.
Empirical political studies seek to explain an event, a process, or a relationship. The fact
that studies seek to explain how coalition players actually behave in the real world under
a variety of conditions makes it similar to social-psychological studies. However, they
are unalike in two important ways: (1) empirical studies infrequently use the concerns
and techniques of the political science discipline, and (2) empirical studies show less
interest in developing an empirical theory of coalitions.^’ It is the intention ofempirical
studies to explain the event, and perhaps generate hypotheses for other events, by using
coalition analysis. However, empirical researchers find it difficult to isolate and control
variables, making their selection and measurement problematic.
Political Theories for Understanding Black and Latino Politics
There are many theories through which to understand black and Latino politics.
Pluralism provides insight into the prevailing theoretical framework for understanding
group interaction in social and political settings. Whereas social and economic factors
are minimized in pluralism, coalitional bias provides a limited analysis of the effect
^'Hinckley, 1981:31.
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socioeconomic inhibitors have on coalition development. Two-tiered pluralism
acknowledges that legal equality exists, but that minorities have marginal inclusion in the
political process.
Pluralism
Because power is dispersed, pluralism views the political process as incremental.
Policy change requires extensive bargaining and compromise between groups, generally
leading to only a small or marginal political and policy change. This incrementalism may
appear to leave the status quo basically unchanged, but pluralist writings suggest that the
cumulative impact can be substantial. In the long run, pluralism suggests that most
groups can have some opportunity to influence policies important to them.
Pluralism tended to assume, or to take as givens, many issues that, while relevant
to politics, are not themselves political questions or issues unless groups are somehow
able to force them onto the political agenda. Research indicates, for example, that
socioeconomic status affects the likelihood of political participation and influence, but
pluralism, in general, tends not to view the distribution ofwealth in society as a political
question. Pluralism is less inclined than other perspectives to ask what, if any, political
factors influenced or caused existing social and economic relationships to come about in
the first place.^^ Pluralism tends not to place much emphasis on the broad social and
political structure.




Additionally, pluralism assumes that most groups, and by extension, minority
groups, have some resources to draw upon to make their political influence felt.^'* It is
asserted that although minority groups may lack money and other key resources, they can
compensate for the lack. According to pluralism, in the long term, all legitimate interests
get their fair chance to influence the political process because the political rules of the
game are fair and apply equally to all groups.^^ If a group’s goals are not achieved,
pluralism implies that (1) the group’s goals are not sufficiently widely shared, that is,
there is not enough political support or consensus for the group’s policy preferences to be
enacted, (2) the group has not used its resources effectively, or (3) both.
Leading pluralist scholar Robert Dahl raised the claim that interest groups often
can and do promote harmful defects in a political system. In protecting and furthering
their own interests, entrenched groups can “stabilize injustices and inequalities.”^^
Because these groups are powerful, they can minimize or nullify changes that may be
deemed necessary to lessen political inequality. Interest groups can also negatively affect
civic consciousness in that they encourage people to think only, or primarily, in terms of
narrow self-interest and in the short term.^* They also distort the public agenda because
they may keep certain issues off the agenda or define issues in ways advantageous only to
themselves. They may also “wrongfully appropriate public functions,” in that they tend
^%id.
^®Ibid., 14.
^’Robert Dahl, Dilemmas ofPluralist Democracy (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1982).
^®Hero, 1992.
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to take major roles not only in defining and implementing public activities and
policies, and they do so in a narrowly self-interested manner.^^
Pluralism and research that implicitly hold pluralist assumptions seem to imply
that ethnic-minority groups are but one more interest group in society.'**^ In relation to the
larger political system, the minority-group situation is not seen as all that different from
that of non-ethnic racial groups competing to make their voices heard. Similarly,
pluralism seems to make little distinction between the situation of earlier ethnic groups,
such as the Irish and Italians, and that of Latinos and blacks."^* In these respects,
pluralism is similar to other perspectives that might address minority politics, such as
elitist and class analysis.
As a result, pluralism has been challenged on several grounds. The pluralist claim
that groups are essentially equal in resources or that group resources are noncumulative
has been most strongly questioned. Research has shown that groups lacking in one
resource tend to be lacking in others; groups with abundant resources in one area tend to
have them in others as well. Also, access and influence are not necessarily one and the
same, and access may be only a prerequisite to influence."*^ The argument that there are
multiple access points is likewise challenged. Critics contend that, with few exceptions,
groups that lack political influence at one level ofpolitics tend to lack influence at
^’Dahl, 1982.
'“’Hero, 1992.




others.Additionally, pluralism is criticized for not being sufficiently attentive to the
larger socioeconomic system and for treating matters such as the distribution ofwealth in
society as natural and largely outside the realm of politics.'*'*
Coalitional Bias
Coalitional bias brings to bear sociological arguments regarding the nature and
importance of social stratification in understanding group power relationships better.'*^
Socioeconomic equality, or the lack of it, puts groups in more or less advantageous
positions to influence politics; these different positions have clear and major implications
for the distribution ofpower in the political and social system. Not only do upper-strata
interests have a greater quantity of resources, they have more durable and more
indispensable resources than do others.'*®
Essentially, coalitional bias suggests that the resources of the upper strata are so
wide ranging, ever present, and significant that this group holds substantial advantages in
terms of both actual and slack resources, often overwhelming other interests and groups.
Upper-strata interests are a factor in all that public officials do; the interests of lower-
strata groups are not. This means “groups are not uniformly valued as partners in
'•''ibid., 18.
"^Hero, 1992.
''^Hero, 1992; Charles E. Lindbolm, The Policy-Making Process, 2"'' ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ;
Prentice Hall, 1980).
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governance; not all have an equal opportunity to become and remain part of governing
coalitions.”'*^
The significance of coalitional bias in understanding minority politics is the
theory’s attempt to link issues of class with those of racial-minority politics. A group’s
social-class position serves as a clear indication of its attractiveness as a coalition partner
because of the strong association in people’s minds of social class and racial-minority
status. Minority status is a metaphor or cue for a group that is undesirable, perhaps
undeserving, and that probably has little to offer politically.'** Minority groups, thus,
make less desirable coalition partners. Coalitional bias contends, then, that some groups,
the dominant or advantaged groups, “prevail consistently, though not totally.”'*^ Over
time those that prevail do so, in part, because they enjoy a systemic advantage in the
governmental process. Other groups lose consistently, though not totally. Over time,
those that lose do so, in part, because “they suffer a systemic disadvantage and are
outsiders in the governmental process.”^® This relationship that exists between class and
race is especially damaging to and minority political opportunities
Coalitional bias recognizes that sociopolitical relations are more complex than
elitism suggests. It is also more attentive to the larger social structure, rather than
activities in a narrowly defined political arena. Coalitional bias suggests that group






less crucial in relation to particular circumstances. With this contextual emphasis,
coalitional bias provides an important macro-perspective as a counterpoint to pluralism’s
frequent micro-perspective.^'
Pluralism has stressed that the exercise of power must be demonstrated, made
evident, and measurable; it cannot merely be assumed. Coalitional bias asserts that it is
critical to understand how power is embedded in institutions and is systemic in nature.
Pluralism, however, tends not to focus on such issues. Coalitional bias arguments imply
that pluralism too often and easily explains away, rather than explains, the power, or lack
thereof, of all groups.
Although coalitional bias is more attentive to unique historical circumstances than
is pluralism, it is not as historically attentive as are other theoretical perspectives.^^
Similarly, coalitional bias not especially clear about how and why the complex
relationships between race and class have come about. Like other theories that have a
political economy emphasis, coalitional bias often implies that racial-minority politics
derives from economic relationships; ethnic politics is seen as effect rather than cause.






Two-tiered pluralism describes a situation in which there is formal legal equality
on the one hand, and simultaneously, actual practice that undercuts equality for most
members ofminority groups, even if some individuals register significant
achievements.^^ In other words, certain basic equalities and rights apply to all
Americans, but because of the distinctive historical experiences and structural features of
some groups, and because cultural or racial deficiencies are alleged to exist, equality is
largely a formal or procedural term, not substantive reality.
Part ofwhat two-tiered pluralism meeins is that there is a marginal inclusion of
minorities in most or all facets of the political process. While formal political inclusion
exists, marginalization and stigmatization exist along side it. The process and outcomes
of two-tiered pluralism emphasize, and perhaps reify, the subordinate status ofminority
groups.^’ In light of their meager resources, minority groups face a political dilemma:
Should they continue to allow their problems to be ignored, hoping for change in the long
run? Or should they support policies (e.g. affirmative action) and accept labels (e.g.
minority or protected class) that indicate or give symbolic and perhaps policy
recognition, or even “advantages,” to them but also signify inferior status?^® That both
^^Jennifer Hochchild, Facing Up to the American Dream: Race Class, and the Soul ofthe Nation





recognition and connotations of inferiority occur simultaneously makes two-tiered
pluralism powerful as both process and outcome.
Two-tiered pluralism suggests that pluralism exists in form but not fully in fact
for some groups - groups whose initial or formative relation to the United States was not
entirely voluntary or consensual. Groups located in the second level, including Latinos
and blacks, have formal rights of citizens, but may have been given special protection.
From the standpoint of two-tiered pluralism, the very need for such protection is seen as
indicating a flaw, as being as much a weakness as a strength of traditional pluralism as a
description of and prescription for U.S. politics.Programs for protected groups, while
perhaps necessary, suggest a purchased pluralism or a symbolic pluralism because they
are needed to maintain the credibility of “real” pluralism.
The first tier of two-tiered pluralism is in some respects all encompassing, for it
actually encompasses the second tier. With regard to certain individual rights, everyone
in both tiers is included. Formal rights and formal equality are necessary, though not
sufficient, conditions for significant political power. The power and decisions of the first
tier reaches extensively and deeply affect everyone.
The second tier of two-tiered pluralism is much more limited than the first in its
political and social influence, and it is the tier in which minority groups are heavily
concentrated. Pluralism, with respect to minority groups, as distinct from ethnic groups
and other interest groups, has historically been limited, in that the equality of such groups
“Ibid.
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had been constrained. Even after the removal of formal constraints, the political,
social, economic, and ideological legacy of those constraints, along with informal
mechanisms and practices, effectively limited political and social change.
Two-tiered pluralism implies that minorities have the opportunity to achieve
equality, while, in fact, an equal opportunity has not been presented. That is, equal
opportunity assumes a certain level ofequality; it also seems to assume a certain level of
awareness and understanding of the social and political system and its accompanying
opportunities that may not actually exist.
While dominant groups use the political system to maintain and enhance their
power and status, minorities pursue politics to try to achieve a modicum of equality and
to realize equal opportunity in the first place.^’ The purposes are quite different. That
minorities have to struggle to achieve what is presumed to be a given, casts them in an
unfavorable light. Stone speaks of the much larger opportunity costs that minority groups
must incur compared to mainstream groups.®^
Two-tiered pluralism does not deny that some minority individuals or groups have
realized some accomplishments or success. These accomplishments, such as the election
of Latino or black officials, suggest that not all members ofminority groups suffer the
same extent of inequality. Therefore, the extent of the negatively exceptional status of




diminished as an explanation of U.S. politics, and the political system is viewed more
positively, as more consistent with conventional pluralism.^^
Understanding black and Latino politics is partly a matter of which aspects of the
minority experience are stressed. Some have stressed the political accomplishments that
have occurred above the social and political threshold. Others have stressed the historical
and continuing disadvantaged political and socioeconomic status of the mass of Latino
and black populations and their growing underclass. Two-tiered pluralism suggests that
the two aggregates and situations can continue to coexist.
The concept of institutional discrimination encompasses much of this. Barrera
has argued that institutional discrimination must be understood in terms of interests, and
that institutions are biased because particular economic, social, and political interests
benefit from particular institutional arrangements and outcomes.^'’ It should be added,
however, that social institutions and stmctures also manifest a tension or dialectic
between interests and ideals.®^ It seems that the ideals ofU.S. politics - freedom,
equality, and democracy - lead to the ability, on the part of institutions, to respond
favorably to certain disadvantaged groups, but institutional interests limit the nature and
extent of that response. So, pluralism as an ideal has not been achieved; it is limited
because of the need to protect interests. The interplay of ideals and interests also shapes






Theories of Biracial Coalition Building
There have been numerous theories put forth regarding biracial coalition building.
Most theories ofminority coalitions have been heavily influenced by earlier works
regarding the existence of coalitions between blacks and liberal whites. What is
interesting to note is that previous literature on this subject is, for the most part, very
pessimistic. Rather than focusing on the possibilities ofbiracial coalitions, most tend to
focus on barriers need to be overcome if such alliances are to occur. These theorists can
be placed into two distinct groups: (1) those who argue that similar interests or a similar
ideology must exist between the groups if there is to be successful coalescence and (2)
those who feel that racial conflict is a realistic power struggle, and feelings ofgroup
threat (whether perceived or real) must be acknowledged and dealt with.
Interest vs. Ideology
One perspective suggests that common ideology, more specifically liberal
rn
ideology, will bring about the most successful biracial politics. The primary argument
is that coalescence with liberal whites increases the rate of black political incorporation
and getting blacks elected to office.
Carmichael and Hamilton challenge the possibility of a long-term coalition
between blacks and liberal whites. They claim that the “coalitionists” proceed on what
they identify as three myths or fallacies. The first of these fallacies is that the interests of
®^Rufus Browning, Dale Marshall and David Tabb, Protest is not Enough: The Struggle ofBlacks
andHispanicsfor Equality in Urban Politics (Los Angeles, CA: University ofCalifornia Press, 1984);




black people are identical to the interests of certain liberal groups. The second fallacy
is that a viable coalition can be formed between the “political and economically secure
and the politically and economically insecure. The third fallacy is that political
coalitions must be sustained on amoral basis in an appeal to conscience. Carmichael
and Hamiolton argue that no matter how liberal whites are, “[they] cannot ultimately
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escape the overpowering influence .. .of [their] Whiteness in a racist society."
According to Carmichael and Hamilton, liberal whites must be willing to challenge the
assumption that what is good for whites is good for blacks. Further, they maintain that
alliances between groups that are different politically and economically are on “very
shaky grounds” because, ultimately, the long-term goals of each group are different.’^
Finally, they argue that coalitions can never be predicated on morality and sentimentality
because “political relations are based on self-interest.”^^ In short, sustainable coalitions
must be based on similar interests—which they feel is an unlikely scenario, regarding
blacks and whites. The ideological support given to blacks is contingent upon self-
interest. They believe that when conflicts of interest arise, liberal whites will abandon the
coalition.
'’^Stokley Carmichael and Charles Hamilton, Black Power: The Politics ofLiberation (New York;






Despite their pessimism over long-term alliances, Carmichael and Hamilton do,
however, acknowledge the possibility of short-term coalitions on minor issues.
According to the authors, viable coalitions stem from four preconditions:
1. recognition by parties involved of their respective self-interests,
2. mutual belief that each party stands to benefit in terms of that self-interest from
allying with the other or others,
3. acceptance of the fact that each party has its own independent base of power and
does not depend for ultimate-decision making on a force outside itself, and
4. realization that the coalition deals with specific and identifiable—^as opposed to
general-goals.^''
Their hope is that blacks will organize themselves first and then seek alliances with other
groups.
Sonenshein puts forth a similar argument. Like Carmichael and Hamilton, he
claims that racial liberalism (ideology) is not a sufficient precondition for coalition
formation. He does criticize Carmichael and Hamilton for not acknowledging the
important interests that blacks and liberal whites could share. For example, Sonenshein
believes that blacks and liberal whites both suffer from exclusion from “traditional party
politics or from conservative regimes,” which in turn creates a common interest in





access ofwhite reformers to higher-level, policy-making positions” in the
government/’
Sonenshein also emphasizes the importance of leadership in the creation of
political alliances. Biracial coalitions rely heavily on the actions of leaders in both black
and white communities. Sonenshein points out that leadership has two distinct
elements: organizing the black community and building links to white liberals.
Nevertheless, even in the presence of strong leadership, coalitions are based on ideology
and interests. Dependence on liberalism can bring about tension because it can block off
access to potential allies who may share short-term interests. Ideological interests can
also break down when leaders have to defend their own groups’ interests when divisive
• • 80
issues arise.
Sonenshein asserts the importance of coalitional alliances, whereas Eisinger’s
analysis examines the way in which groups are formed. He sees race as playing a very
o 1
important role in forming social and political relationships. For instance, he claims that
the black political community “is held together by a common ideology whose elements





*^Ibid. It is also very important to note here that Eisinger is not saying that the members of racial
groups are homogeneous. He acknowledges that natural cleavages exist within a community (most
specifically class differences), but argues that in the end, the perceptions of threat and to a certain extent,
hostility, that blacks feel towards others will transcend these cleavages.
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hostilities in politics. Like Sonenshein, Eisinger also observes the importance of
leadership and the role that leaders play in dictating relationships between different racial
and ethnic groups.
Similar to Sonenshein, Eisinger’s second premise is that there are in every racial
community elite or leaders who lead or seek to lead groups “on a deliberate or a de facto
racial basis.” According to Eisinger, these leaders play a very important role in inter¬
ethnic relations. Not only do they come into contact with leaders of other groups in the
political arena, but also they will eventually forge relationships with them based on either
mutual or conflicting needs.
According to the Eisinger model, effective leadership can pave the way for better
relations among the different racial/ethnic groups. He contends that the “establishment of
political relationships among groups involves interchanges among elite acting in
conjunction with mass constituencies.”®'* That is, the effectiveness of a leader is based on
the willingness of the masses to be mobilized. In the case of blacks and various Latino
groups, political mobilization often entails reaching out to populations in which a high
percentage ofmembers are poor, uneducated, face language barriers, or are apathetic.
One could also argue the reverse— that neither group in recent years has had leaders
whom the masses have felt spoke to their immediate concerns; therefore, they have
lacked the power to inspire political mobilization.




similar interests and more importantly, desire similar outcomes. Along with these
conditions, there must be effective leadership that cannot only mobilize their
constituencies, but be able to bargain with other groups as well.
Group Threat
Another category of theorists focus on the role that group threat plays in
stymieing biracial coalitions. Even in the presence of shared interests and ideological
accordance, groups still adopt a zero-sum game attitude. If one group makes any gains,
this is automatically associated with losses on the part of the other group. Moreover, this
perspective of coalition theory holds that preexisting racial attitudes help to shape beliefs
about alliances. However, while the work of Carmichael and Hamilton and Sonenshein
focus on the extent to which whites would be unwilling to engage in coalitions, the
following authors stress the different reasons why oppressed groups are leery ofbiracial
coalitions.
Omi and Winant have developed a theory of race that they refer to as racial
formation. Their primary argument is that race is the organizing principle in social
relationships (i.e., race plays a significant role in the creation, recreation, and
destabilization of relations). Racial dimensions are present to some degree in every
identity, institution, and social practice in the United States. Omi and Winant argue that
oppressed minority groups survive by adopting various defensive stances; the war of
maneuver, and the war ofposition.
85 Omi and Winant, 1994: 59.
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The war ofmaneuver refers to oppressed groups’ turning inward to seek to
preserve and extend a definite territory, as well as to develop an internal society as an
alternative to the repressive social system. A war ofposition is based on the gains made
through the war ofmaneuver and is outward turning. It is predicated on political
struggle. In this case, oppositional political projects are mounted on a variety of terrain
to confront the racial state. The state becomes an on-going struggle over racial meanings
and power. If members ofminority groups feel the biggest gains can be made by
unifying with people of their own race, then there is really nothing to be gained from
forming a coalition with another minority group. The question that arises from the Omi
and Winant analysis is "to what extent do ethnicity and race (and the defensive tactics
that both groups have adopted) really affect this coalition?" Are there other barriers
besides those of race, or is race the origin of all differences that arise between the two
groups?
In a paper entitled “Black and Latino Conflict with Asians: Less Difference than
Meets the Eye?” Bobo and Hutchings examine the impact of difference on racial
alliances. They sought to determine whether or not blacks and Latinos “differed in
feelings of competitive threat [towards Asians] and, if so, to account for this
difference.”*^ Although the focus of their research is on the relations between blacks and
Latinos with regard to perceived feelings of competitive threats from Asians, some of the
theoretical models used by the authors are effective in analyzing how blacks and Latinos
*®Ibid.,61.
*’Bobo and Hutchings, 1994.
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perceive each other. A key assumption is that a coalition between blacks and Latinos
is more probable if they face a common enemy.
The following four theoretical accounts of inter-group hostility are utilized by
Bobo and Hutchings: Simple Self-Interest, Classical Prejudice, Group Position, and
Immigrant Status and Values. According to Bobo and Hutchings, the Simple Self-Interest
Model is the most familiar of the explanations of interethnic hostility. Under this model,
the “hostility between members of two ethnic groups reflects an underlying clash of
material interests, with these interests understood in mainly economic but sometimes
oo
political terms as well.” In this case, because conflict stems from purely economic
interests, issues of race or identity do not come into play as they do in the Omi and
Winant model. Could it be that the hostility between blacks and Latinos constitutes a
fundamental fight for scarce resources?
The Classical Prejudice Model locates inter-ethnic hostility in psychology rather
than objective reality. It is the “socially learned feelings of dislike and aversion, as well
as the stereotypes that undergird such outlooks that occasion ethnic conflict.” In this
case, one could infer that the source ofconflict between blacks and Latinos stems from
socially learned feelings of mutual dislike.
Bobo and Hutchings use of the Group Position suggests that interethnic hostility
does not stem from material conditions, nor does it stem from prejudice. Rather, hostility
emerges from “collectively developed judgments about the positions in the social order
*®Bobo and Hutchings, 1994: 6.
*®Ibid., 7.
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that in-group members do and should occupy relative to members of an out-group.”^°
In other words, minority groups have definite ideas about their place in the social pecking
order. Group Position dictates certain rights, resources, and privileges. Bobo and
Hutchings add that the more members of a specific minority group feel disfranchised, the
more likely they are to feel that they are entitled to certain rights, and the more likely they
are to perceive other groups as threats to their own position.^' It could very well be that
blacks see Latino groups in America as trying to take advantage of the gains that blacks
have fought long and hard to secure. In short, the belief that blacks are entitled to certain
resources that Latinos (especially recent immigrants) simply should not be entitled to
may indicate that, at the bottom, there is a struggle over resources.
The fourth and final theoretical account is the Immigrant Status and Values
Model. Presumably, Latinos are likely to view the U.S. as “offering promising
opportunities” in comparison to their homelands; therefore, they will not hold the
expectations ofnative-born Americans.^^ Assuming the validity of this model, one might
also expect to find differing opinions about government intervention and social welfare
programs. In other words, blacks would be more likely to believe that the government is
responsible for providing economic stability through social programs, while Latinos,
especially the most recent generations, would place more emphasis on individual
responsibility.
®“Bobo and Hutchings, 1994: 9.
''Ibid., 10.
'hbid., 12.
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework
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This study is designed to examine the relationship that exists between blacks and
Latino legislators in the state of Texas in an effort to determine the plausibility of a
formal coalition. Foci of this research are the LBC and MALC as organizations that
could sustain such a relationship, and the level of support that exists between legislators
who are members of these caucuses on legislation that affect black and Latino
communities. This analysis examines how well major coalition theories predict and
assess the black and Latino legislative relationship in the Texas legislature, particularly
during the 76'*’ session. The assumption is that numerous factors impact the existing
relationship, factors that include internal organizational issues, competition for resources,
nonpartisanship, and alliances between individual legislators. Analysis is rooted in
biracial coalition theories and theories of black and Latino politics.
Carmichael and Hamilton assert that blacks must first organize themselves and
then they will be in a position to seek alliances with other groups. Carmichael and
Hamilton admonish blacks to organize themselves, rather than use coalitions as the only
means of gaining strategic placement, so that if a coalition is formed, group interests are
less likely to be compromised or lost. The researcher utilized this theory to determine
whether or not black and Latino legislators in Texas are sufficiently organized to form
and benefit from a formal coalition. The researcher also utilized Omi and Winant's
theory of racial formation. According to the theory of racial formation, oppressed groups
adopt the defensive stances of either (1) war ofmaneuver in which the group turns
inward to preserve and develop an alternative to the oppressive system, or (2) war of
position in which the group has moved beyond war ofmaneuver and politically
struggles for greater political incorporation.
CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study, as stated earlier, is to examine whether or not the LBC
and MALC have functioned as viable political vehicles with the capacity to support a
biracial coalition as a legislative strategy. This chapter focuses on the research
methodology that includes the research design, the data collection procedures used, and
methods of analysis.
Research Design
An embedded case study design, utilizing quantitative and qualitative methods,
was used to examine the relationship between the LBC and MALC to determining their
suitable coalition partners. Yin describes embedded case study designs as a single case
design with multiple units of analysis.’ Units for analysis for this case study were
MALC, LBC, and members of each caucus. Each unit was analyzed, and the results of
the analyses are presented as they relate to the coalitional relationship between the two.
An examination of the LBC includes an assessment of the membership and those
who are excluded, organizational structure, issues and legislation supported or opposed
by the LBC, the organization's relationship with MALC; the organization's relationship
with Latino legislators, the legislative strategy of the organization, and areas for political
'Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Designs andMethods, 5 Applied Social Research Methods
Series (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, Inc., 1985).
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and organizational growth and development. Similarly, the examination ofMALC
includes an assessment of its membership and those who chose to be excluded,
organizational structure, issues and legislation supported or opposed byMALC during
the 76^'’ session, the organization's relationship with the LBC, the organization's
relationship with black legislators, areas for political and organizational growth and
development, and the legislative strategy of the organization. A comparison of the
strategies employed by each caucus assisted in achieving the research objective and sub¬
objectives of this study by not only assessing behavior, but also by exploring strategies
and perceptions.
Data Collection Procedures and Chain ofEvidence
Data was collected to specifically answer the research questions and meet
previously outlined research objectives. Multiple sources ofprimary and secondary
information were collected to corroborate and augment evidence. Inferences were also
made from the documents that could turn into leads for future investigation. Data and
information come from the following four sources:
1. Documentation: Various sources ofdocumentation were collected and examined,
including reports of events, internal documents (memos), newspaper clippings, and
press releases.
2. Archival Records: Records obtained include documentation collected for and
maintained at caucus and legislator’s web sites. House and Senate reports, and House
Research Organization reports.
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3. Bill Analysis: Recorded roll call votes obtained from the Texas state legislature
web site for four key pieces of legislation were reviewed and discussed.
4. Interviews: Interviews with four members of the LBC and two members ofMALC
were conducted. Anonymity was requested by the legislators and was granted by this
researcher.
CHAPTER 4
MEMBERSHIP PROFILE OF THE 76™ SESSION IN
THE TEXAS LEGISLATURE
House ofRepresentatives
In the 76*'’ session of the Texas state legislature, 181 elected officials served in
both chambers. One hundred and fifty served in the Texas House ofRepresentatives. In
the House chamber, Democratic representatives enjoyed amajority, with 78 claiming
affiliation, while 72 claimed affiliation with the Republican Party.
One hundred and twenty-five members of the House enjoyed incumbency, while
25 new members joined the rolls. Of the 150 members of the House, a plurality was
between the ages of40 and 49. Twenty-three members were below the age of 39 years.
A significant number of the House members maintained occupations while
serving during the 76* session. Forty-nine representatives were attorneys, 37 held
occupations that were business related, 14 were involved in farming or ranching, and the
remaining number held occupations ranging from construction to education, to real
estate.
Forty-eight members reported having bachelor degrees. Fifty reported having law
degrees, 24 reported Master’s degrees, aind five reported Doctoral degrees. Sixteen
members noted that they had attended some college, while nine others reported no




Thirty-one senators served during the 76* legislative session; 28 were male and
three were female. Republicans enjoyed a slight majority with 16 members reporting
party affiliation. Twenty-nine senators celebrated incumbency, and two were new to the
membership.
Thirteen senators were between ages 50 and 59, and twelve were between the
ages of 40 and 49. Only one was younger than 39 years, and five were over the age of
60.
Eleven members reported being an attorney for an occupation, while an equal
number reported business-related occupations. The remaining 15 senators listed
advertising, insurance, real estate, or other as their occupation.
Thirteen reported having a bachelor’s degree, and an equal number reported
having a law degree. Two reported having a Master’s degree, and the same number
reported having a Doctoral degree. One reported having some college.
Analysis of the Legislative Black Caucus in Texas
The Legislative Black Caucus (LBC) was established in the Texas Legislature in
1972, when the largest number of black representatives was ever been elected to the state
legislature. Information gathered for analysis of the LBC came from various sources,
including interviews conducted with four caucus members. Due to fact that the LBC has
done little to document its involvement in the Texas legislature, it was difficult to obtain
any written documentation from legislators about the LBC agenda for the 76* session,
the caucus mission statement, or correspondence from the caucus to members indicating
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a specific position concerning public policy. Due to the lack of documentation by the
caucus, the analysis of the LBC relies primarily on interviews with caucus members and
legislative aids and data obtained from the Texas House ofRepresentatives web site. In
exchange for a candid discussion, the researcher agreed not to disclose the names of the
legislators or legislative aides interviewed.
Membership
During the 76‘*’ session, all members of the LBC were Democrats and two of the
thirteen members were members of the state senate. One member. Representative Ruth
Jones-McClendon, was a member of both the LBC and MALC. The entire membership
of the LBC, with the exception of two, was incumbent of at least one session.
Within Texas, blacks comprise 12 percent of the state's population, and tend to be
concentrated in urban areas. For this reason, a significant number of the representatives
were from districts in Dallas, Houston, and Austin. The state's two black senators,
Senator Royce West and Senator Rodney Ellis, were from districts in Dallas and
Houston, respectively.
Most black legislators represent districts where over two-thirds of their
constituents are black or Latino. It is also interesting to note that more than half of LBC
members have 20 percent or more of their district population living at or below the
national poverty level.'
Table 3 provides details about members and includes information about
committee assignments and occupations.
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Source: Texas Legislature Online 1998-2000, Internet, http;//www.capitol.state.tx.us/.
’Population Analysis and Income and Housing Profile, Internet, accessed 3 August 1999,
http://:www.capitol.state.tx.us/par_rpts/current/house.htm.
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When asked about the membership policy of only accepting black legislators as
members, two of the interviewed LBC members stated that this policy has helped to
ensure continuity in the representation of black interests? One legislator noted that while
this policy allows issues that affect the black community to be addressed in an all black
forum, the black population in Texas is not represented by only black legislators; a
number of black communities are represented by white or Latino representatives and
senators? It is necessary to recognize the fact that white and Latino legislators have
black constituent bases that range from 20 to 40 percent. This legislator seemed to assert
that to exclude these representatives from discussions about issues that affect all of their
constituents is to ignore additional voices of the black community.
One legislator stated that white and Latino legislators can serve their constituents
without joining the organization by sponsoring/authoring or co-sponsoring/co-authoring
legislation that would improve quality of life for black constituents. "They (white and
Latino legislators) do not need to be members (of the LBC) to serve the black
communities in their districts. By supporting the right kinds of legislation, they show
support.One legislator who has served for over two sessions stated, "We need to help
ourselves and our own communities... .By opening up membership, we open up the
possibility of diluting our agenda and shifting the focus of the organization... .No, I'm
not ready to see that happen."^
^Anonymous interview #2, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
^Anonymous interview #4, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
‘‘Anonymous interview #3, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
^Anonymous interview #3, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
Organizational Structure
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The LBC is composed ofmembers ofboth the House ofRepresentatives and the
Senate. The two members of the senate have a loose relationship with the caucus,
meaning that they do not always attend meetings. The senators do, however, meet
together informally to develop a separate and distinct strategy from that of the general
body. One member of the LBC speculated that the senators are frustrated by the structure
and organization of the LBC, and choose to adopt more “radical” measures.^ It was also
pointed out that in the general body, all members have only one vote. With no extra
weight given for seniority of legislative position, it was speculated that this might also be
a cause of resentment on the part of the senators. One senator responded, “We do not
always agree on the most expedient and appropriate measure for addressing certain
legislative issues. I do what I can to move the legislative process forward in the best
interest of those I represent.”’
One legislator was asked if he/she has ever been president of the organization.
The response was that he/she has served the LBC as an officer in other capacities. When
asked if he/she had any desire to be president, the answer was no - "It would be very
frustrating for me to head an organization that has a lot of respect but limited power and
limited financial resources. I will continue to support the LBC and be an active part of
the membership, I just don't want to be president."
®Anonymous interview #3, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
^Anonymous interview #2, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
^Anonymous, interview #1, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
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Other interviewees were asked about the leadership of the organization and it was
pointed out that the caucus president generally comes from Houston and Dallas,
alternately. The direction of the organization is largely determined by the issues being
addressed during that particular session and by the personality of the president.
Meetings, it was stated by the legislators, have limited productivity in terms of setting a
specific legislative agenda for the session because, as mentioned earlier, a xmanimous
decision must be reached before the organization takes a definitive position on an issue.
Members of the LBC serve on caucus committees that address issues ranging
from education to redistricting and from criminal justice to women's and children's issues.
Most committees remain session after session, while others are based on the interests of
the legislators and on issues being addressed by the legislature during that session.^
The budget for the organization remains limited because it receives its life-blood
from contributions from the budgets of individual members and from the Democratic
Party. This scarcity ofmonetary resources has negatively affected the effectiveness of
the organization to make substantial fiscal proposals and to broker with outside
organizations for legislative support. One legislators stated, "We have been running this
organization out of the trunks of cars for as long as I can remember. ... I think that that is
the most powerful statement I can give about financial support. Until this year, we didn't
have an executive staff But in the middle of the session, the Executive Director quit. It
is frustrating."'*’
‘’Anonymous, interview # 1, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
"’Anonymous interview #1, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
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Issues Supported or Opposed
Many of the members of the LBC who have served the state for several years
admit that they are more conservative than are the newer members of the organization.
One representative who has held office for at least two sessions stated, “I respect the
history of the LBC, but I think that we should take a more definitive stance as an
organization on issues like welfare reform, juvenile justice reform, and compulsory
testing in our schools without providing additional resources to improve scores. I just
think that our communities are looking to the LBC for leadership, and I think that we
should utilize the weight of the collective membership more to get our interests
recognized.”' * Another legislator stated that it is understood that members of the LBC
differ on a number of points, especially on what legislation the LBC should support.'^
For this reason, it was pointed out that the organization provides general support for
major issues that have far-reaching effects on the black community.'^
One legislator pointed out that the LBC meets aimually for a planning session to
determine the agenda for the next year and to national issues affecting black
communities. Another legislator stated that these sessions are informative and serve to
recap issues and legislative initiatives of the most previous session, while providing
general direction for the membership for the upcoming year. However, another legislator
pointed out that not all LBC members attend these meetings, and that they are more
“Anonymous interview #3, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
'^Anonymous interview #4, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
“Anonymous interview #1 and #3, interviewed by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
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social than they are formal. This legislator also noted that these meetings are always
planned at the end of session, which for a part-time legislative body means that at least
seven months pass before the next legislative session begins.
Relationship with MALC
All individuals who were interviewed appeared reluctant to engage in a detailed
discussion of either their personal interaction with MALC or the type of relationship that
exists between the LBC and MALC. As noted earlier, one legislator. Representative
Ruth Jones McClendon, is a member of both caucuses. The general response from the
legislators interviewed was that the caucuses offer support to each other for legislation
that will have a positive impact on minority communities. One legislator did state that
individual legislators seem to do a lot with MALC as an organization, but that nothing
formal exists between MALC and the LBC. Another legislator stated, "I don't have
anything against them, I just don't work with them, you know, on a one-on-one basis."'''
Legislative Black Caucus members have tended to develop individual
relationships with MALC members and with the MALC organization. These
relationships are based on common interests shared on issues that are of personal concern
to the LBC member or meet the needs of their constituents. The interviews did not reveal
whether or not these relationships are based on a formal agreement between the
individuals and the organizations. One legislator stated, "We share many of the same
interests with them (MALC and its members) so it is natural that we will work together
on certain legislation. You don't need a coalition to do that. . . .Out of respect for their
'''Anonymous interview #1, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
(MALC) community concerns we (LBC) tend to support their initiatives as long as they
do not conflict with ours."’^ In the same interview the same legislator stated, "I work
with Latino legislators the same as I work with legislators who are members of other
caucuses and legislative organizations. If I can get their support for my issue, I, try to
give support on their issue."'®
Legislative Strategy
Based on the interviews conducted with various members of the LBC, it appeared
that the strategy employed by the caucus is one that encourages black legislators to rally
around issues that affect the blacks in Texas, to meet and discuss issues that affect black
communities in the state, and to utilize press conferences for increased visibility of the
organization. Some members of the caucus did not believe this to be the most effective
strategy for pursuing their particular interests and have utilized other legislative
strategies.
As mentioned before, the two black senators. West and Ellis have chosen to
loosely affiliate with the LBC while working together to aggressive pursue their own
legislative agendas. This has meant working with Republicans, women's groups,
conservative liberal organizations, and whoever is pushing for their desired legislative
end. The senators have built relationships with members of the House ofRepresentatives
that can be perceived as a reciprocal relationship in that "I will sponsor your legislation if
you sponsor mine."
'^Anonymous interview #2, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
'^Anonymous interview #2, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recording.
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It would seem necessary for Senators West and Ellis to employ various strategies
to address their agenda items because they are the only black senators in the Texas
Senate. While race may be an important motivating factor for the pursuit of a particular
measure, race politics, as demonstrated by the senators, may not be the best strategy.
Analysis of the Mexican American Legislative Caucus in Texas
The Mexican American Legislative Caucus (MALC) is a non-partisan
organization founded in 1977, and is composed of 35 Texas House members. The
caucus’ purpose, as stated in the mission statement, is to promote the economic and social
prosperity of Texas’ Hispanic community. The caucus achieves its goals by
researching policy implications, distributing information to members, and voting together
to effect positive change for Hispanics.
All are Democrats except Representatives Elvira Reyna and Frank Corte who are
Republicans. In light of this fact, it is interesting to note that an overwhelming majority
of the districts of MALC members voted in a majority for George Bush for governor. It
should also be noted that while Representative Corte is considered a member ofMALC,
1
he has chosen to remain inactive for reasons unknown to the researcher.
It is interesting to note that one-third ofMALC's district population live in
poverty. MALC districts with the highest poverty percentage are located in southeastern
Texas. All MALC members serve districts that have an overwhelmingly large Latino
’’MALC, "MALC Homepage," Internet, accessed 8 February 1999, http://www.malc.org.html.
’®The researcher was unable to get in contact with Representative Corte for comment, and MALC
office staffwould not disclose the reasons for his inactivity.
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population. It should be pointed out that Districts 105 (Tillery) and 101 (E. Reyna), have
significant white populations, and Districts 90 (Bumam), 107 (Ehrhardt/Villarreal), 27
(Olivo), 120 (McClendon), and 51 (Maxey) have significant black populations that, if
compiled with the Latino population, become either amajority or a significant plurality.
On January 15, 2000, a special election was held to fill the seat of former
Representative Leticia Van de Putte who won a special election to fill the vacancy left by
the resignation of state Senator Gregory Luna, who later died from complications of
diabetes. She was declared the victor after her runoff opponent, Representative Leo
Alvarado, withdrew from the race. Representative Mike Villarreal was elected to serve
the unexpired term for the District 115 seat and began serving in the second week in
January 2001.
Table 4 provides a list ofMALC members and their committee assignments.
'^Matt Flores, "Special election set for Van de Putte’s House seat; Winner also faces March
primary," San Antonio Express, Internet, accessed 29 August 2001, http://archivesl.newsbank.com.
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TABLE 3; MEXICAN AMERICAN LEGISLATIVE CAUCUS MEMBERSHIP
Name District Committee Assignment
Alvarado, Leo 116 Civil Practices; House Administration; State Affairs
Burnam, Lon 90 Insurance; Urban Affairs; Rules and Regulations
Capelo, Jaime 34 Judicial Affairs; Public Health
Chavez, Norma 76 Humans Services; Vice Chair- Rules and Resolutions; State, Federal and
International Relations
Corte, Frank J., Jr. (R) 123 Business and Industry; Natural Resources
Cuellar, Henry 42 Appropriations; Vice Chair - Higher Education; Calendars
Ehrhardt, Harryette 107 Financial Institutions; Urban Affairs
Farrar, Jessica 148 Appropriations; Corrections
Flores, Kino 36 Appropriations; Licensing and Administrative Procedures
Gallego, Pete 74 Chair - General Investigating; Appropriations; Elections
Garcia, Domingo 104 Judicial Affairs; Criminal Jurisprudence
Gutierrez, Roberto 41 Vice Chair- Local and Consent Calendars; Appropriations; Public Safety
Hawley, Judy 31 Energy Resource - Vice Chair; House Administration; Transportation
Hinojosa, Juan 40 Judicial Affairs; Chair - Criminal Jurisprudence
King, Tracy 43 Natural Resources - Vice Chair; Local and Consent Calendars; Ways and
Means
Longoria, John 117 State Affairs; Corrections
Luna, Vilma 33 Vice Chair - House Administration; Economic Development;
Appropriations
Maxey, Glen 51 Human Services - Vice Chair; House Administration; Public Health
McClendon, Ruth Jones 120 Economic Development; Local and Consent Calendars; Public Health
Moreno, Joe 143 Insurance; Licensing and Administrative Procedures; Rules and
Resolutions
Moreno, Paul 77 Vice Chair - State, Federal, and International Relations; Appropriations,
Redistricting
Najera, Manny 75 Public Safety; Urban Affairs
Noriega, Rick 145 Human Services; Transportation
Oliveira, Rene’ 37 Chair -Way and Means; Public Education
Olivo, Dora 27 Insurance; Public Education
Pickett, Joe 79 Vice Chair - Juvenile Justice and Family Issues; Appropriations
Puente, Robert 119 Appropriations; Vice Chair - Select Committee Constitutional Revision;
Local and Consent Calendars; Natural Resources
Rangel, Irma 35 Chair - Higher Education; Pension and Investment
Reyna, Arthur C. 125 Licensing and Administrative Procedures; Juvenile Justice and Family
Issues
Reyna, Elvira (R) 101 Higher Education; Juvenile Justice and Family Issues
Salinas, Ignacio 44 County Affairs; Pension and Investments
Solis, Jim 38 Chair-Economic Development; Judicial Affairs
Solis, Juan 124 Financial Institutions; State, Federal and International Relations
Tillery, Dale 105 Vice Chair - Pensions; Appropriations; Select Committee Constitutiontil
Revision; House Administration
Uresti, Carlos 118 Judicial Affairs; Public Health
Van de Putte, Leticia 115 Vice Chair - Economic Development; Appropriations
Wise, Miguel 39 Criminal Justice; Insurance; Rules and Resolutions
Source: Mexican American Legislative Caucus "Committee Assignments by District" February
25, 1999, Internet, accessed 8 February 2000, http://\vww.malc.org/comassign.htm.
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Since its founding, MALC has had a caucus staff that has worked to inform
members of important issues and legislation that affects the Latino community in Texas.
MALC uses the Internet to notify members by e-mail of pending legislation, of official
positions taken by MALC on legislation, to circulate press releases and official
statements on behalf of the organization and specific members, to provide additional
information for a particular bill, and to notify members ofmeetings.
The caucus staff provided the researcher with information about MALC by
answering questions about the caucus and providing the researcher with the web address
of the caucus web site and web links to correspondence. An examination of the data
collected revealed the following aboutMALC;
1. Open membership has resulted in a caucus agenda that primarily serves the
Latino population in Texas, but also benefits other racial minority groups.
2. The caucus has a clearly defined organizational structure that consists of an
executive branch, a policy research staffof three, an office manager, a general
counselor (Representative Miguel Wise), caucus committees, and 37
members.
3. The organization is able to quickly mobilize around and respond to issues
because of the use of technology as a primary tool for transmitting caucus
information and for communication.
4. No information was provided about internal schisms, but that does not mean
that they do not exist.
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5. Caucus membership is diverse in that members represent large rural and urban
populations that span the state, and members are Latino, black, and white.
6. The caucus has been known to employ a deracialized approach to politics.^”
Analysis ofMALC Correspondence
One tool that has proven effective forMALC leadership, administrative staff, and
members to communicate has been electronic mail. During the 76* session, a number of
memorandums and press releases were sent out to inform members and the general public
ofMALC's position on issue affecting their constituents, the Latino community, and
minorities in Texas. These memos provided information on alliances with other
organizations like the LBC and the Legislative Study Group on issues that have
widespread implications or were specific to the Latino community in Texas. The memos
also documented short-term issue based alliances with members of the LBC on issues
that affect minorities in Texas. An examination of this correspondence provided an
indication of caucus cohesion, the level of interaction thatMALC leadership has with
members, issues during the 76* session that MALC and members deemed important, and
the level of interaction with other minority legislators and organizations as a part of
legislative strategy. Some of the issues addressed by MALC include welfare reform,
children's healthcare, border relations, environmental justice, education, and minority
business development. The discussion that follows provides an examination of
documents obtained from MALC's office manager and policy analyst.
■“Lisa Garcia, interview by author, June 2000, phone, Dallas, TX to Austin, TX; Lisa Garcia,
interview by author, July 2000, phone, Atlanta, GA to Austin, TX; Anonymous interview 5, interview by
author, June 2000, phone, Dallas, TX to Austin, TX.
Welfare Reform and Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
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In an email that went out to all MALC members, the caucus addressed changes in
the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996, also known as the
Welfare Reform Act, that drastically changed the face of federal public assistance for
legal immigrants. The notice informed members that a caucus member. Representative
Maxey, proposed House Bill (HB) 1656 to address the gap in coverage for legal
immigrant children. The bill, it stated, would create a program that allows families of
legal immigrant children at or below the upper income limit for Texas CHIP to purchase
low-cost health insurance that would mirror the CHIP coverage. Legal immigrant
children become eligible for Texas CHIP services after five years of residency, which
automatically limits the number of children that HB 1656 covers at any one time.
Although the bill stalled in committee, MALC continued to lobby for the Texas CHIP to
be a comprehensive program for children's health.
In a November 24, 1999 MALC press release, MALC noted that it passed a
resolution that stated it is imperative that the state of Texas make a "sound investment" in
the CHIP.^’ Chairman Representative Rene Oliveira is quoted as saying "Texas needs a
comprehensive children's health program," and that it is essential that this program be
designed to cover all children between 100 percent and 200 percent of the federal poverty
level.
^'MALC "Resolution: CHIP Good for Texas Children," press release, 24 February 1999, Internet,
accessed 8 February 2000, http://malc.org/cmp.htni.
^^Ibid.
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In a separate MALC alert memo sent by MALC policy staff to members on April
29, 1999, notification was given that an amendment would be introduced by
Representative Wohlgemuth (R) that would make immigrants ineligible for receipt of
health-care benefits under Committee Substitute Senate Bill (CSSB) 445. MALC
members were informed that the official position of the caucus is to oppose "any all
efforts that attempt to remove legal immigrants from these types ofprovisions.
Colonias and Border Relations
In a memo reminder to MALC members sent on March 8, 1999, Representative
Oliveira informed members that Representative Manny Najera organized a work session
with Secretary of State Elton Bomer, the House Committee on Urban Affairs, and MALC
on the issue of colonias. This indicates direct involvement by MALC in improving
colonias in Texas, in addition to their support of a colonias bill that would improve living
conditions.
The MALC policy staff also sent an e-mail alerting members that the Texas
Conservative Coalition issued an alert to its members urging them to oppose the passage
ofCommittee Substitute to the House Substitute (CSHS) 2025, a measure sponsored by
Representatives Pickett, Moreno, Najera, and Chavez. CSHS 2025 would establish the
Border Health Institute in El Paso, Texas. The policy staff explained that the institute
would deliver needed health care and provide health education to the residents of the El
Paso region. The memo stated, "It is the opinion of the MALC Policy Staff that there can
“^MALC, "MALC to oppose Amendment to CSSB 445," memo, 29 April 1999, Internet, accessed
8 February 2000, http://malc.org/memo/cssb445.htm.
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be no good intentions in opposing implementation of a health institute that will affect
many in need ofhealth care and services.
Environmental Justice
A memorandum on HB 1910 dated April 8, 1999 informed MALC members that
the bill is "pernicious policy attempting to circumvent the authority of the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission" by removing its regulatory power by establishing
the Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Authority.^^ The bill, authored by
Representative Chisum, a Republican oil and gas producer, sought to increase the
responsibilities of the Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Authority to
include assured isolation of low-level radioactive waste without sufficiently defining
assured isolation or assured isolation sites. Policy analyst Bobby Garza noted that the bill
did not consider geology or hydrology, nor did it provide clear concise definitions and
regulations ofwhat constitutes an assured site. House Bill 1910 did not close the
loophole in current legislation that allows the site in Sierra Blanca, Hudspeth County to
accept low-level radioactive waste from outside Texas, Maine, and Vermont - the three
states who have entered into an interstate compact to manage their wastes.^^ The bill
passed the House but died in the Senate.
^“'MALC, "Alert," memo, 14 April 1999, Internet, accessed 8 February 2000,
http://www.malc.org/memo/hbinst.htm.




A similar measure, HB 1171 authored by Representative Chisum, would have
allowed the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) to issue a
radioactive waste disposal license to a private entity. House Bill 1171 would have
include the same language as in HB 1910 concerning state liability for low-level waste
and would have given the state a chance to manage waste at an undefinable assured
isolation facility. The bill died in the House.
Proposition 209
On March 8, 1999, MALC issued a formal press statement denouncing
Proposition 209-style legislation. MALC, joined by members of the LBC and the
Legislative Study Group, opposed HB 2386, authored by Representative Robert Talton.
The proposed bill would have ended all programs geared toward the advancement and
inclusion ofminorities and women in all facets of the public sector.^’ House Bill 2386
resembled Proposition 209 from California and Initiative 200 from the state of
Washington in its language and intent. In the press release, MALC chairman.
Representative Rene Oliveira, denounced the core ideology ofRepresentative Talton, the
Campaign for a Color-blind America, and Ward Connerly, and encouraged Texas to
embrace all cultures and ethnic differences, and move forward as a state with a
community of understanding. In their media advisory, MALC provided a brief analysis
of arguments for and against Washington's Initiative 200 and California's Proposition
209.
"’MALC, "MALC denounces Proposition 209-style legislation," press release, 9 March 1999,
Internet, accessed 8 February 2000, http://malc.org/.
CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF BILLS
During the 76*^ legislative session, over 5,900 measures were filed, 1,622 bills
were enacted, and 17 joint resolutions were adopted. A comparison of the 76* session to
the 75* session revealed that 9.1 percent more bills were enacted, and 13.9 percent fewer
were vetoed.* The House Research Organization (HRO) compiled a report and presented
an overview ofmajor bills during the 76* session. In their report, the HRO summarized
some bills that were approved and some that were not. Also included in the report is a
brief review of the arguments for and against each measure as it was debated during the
session. The report does not, however, indicate specifically which persons or groups took
which position regarding bills. This researcher thought that it was important to include
discussions from the HRO report because all major arguments and positions taken during
the session regarding the measure are outlined. Additional information about MALC and
LBC support and/or opposition to bills was gleaned from newspaper articles and
interview discussions.
Five bills were selected from the HRO 76* session report based on two factors:
(1) the selected bills directly affect either the black or Latino community or both, and (2)
‘House Research Organization, “Major Issues of the 76“’ Legislature Regular Session,” in Focus
Report 76-15 (June 30, 1999): introduction and 1.
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members of the LBC and MALC serve on the committees through which the measures
passed. The in-text analysis provides favorable and opposing arguments, as well as any
available roll call vote in an effort to present all sides of the issue and articulate the
salience of the issue. Favorable and opposing positions held by members ofMALC and
the LBC are also discussed and are supported by inter-organizational memorandums,
newspaper articles, and interview discussions.
Two House bills and three Senate bills are discussed in this section. House Bill
1269 addresses the mandatory detention ofjuvenile for allegedly engaging in certain
conduct involving firearms; Senate Bill 445 addresses child health concerns for low
income children; SB 103 addresses the state’s assessment ofpublic school students; and
SB 1421 concerns revising colonia^ regulations. House Bill 1269, HB 3032, SB 445, and
SB 103 were included role call votes, while SB 1421 was passed with a voice plurality.
All bills presented were passed during the 76 session.
HB 1269 Detention of Juveniles Accused of Involvement with Firearms
House Bill 1269 requires local juvenile probation departments to detain a juvenile
until released by a juvenile court judge, substitute judge, or juvenile referee or until a
detention hearing is held, if the juvenile is taken into custody for delinquent conduct and
alleged to have used, possessed, or exhibited a firearm. Juveniles may be detained in
county jails or other facilities if certain conditions are met, including the lack of an
^Colonias is a term used to denote communities located on the Texas side of the Texas-Mexico
border. Individuals in these communities are predominantly U.S. citizens who have limited access to
healthcare, education, legal services, and utility services.
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available certified juvenile detention facility or secure detention facility in the county
where the child is taken into custody and separation of the child from adults in the
facility.^ Detention hearings for children held in county jails or other facilities must be
held within 24 hours.
According to the HRO, supporters said that when a juvenile is accused of a crime
involving a firearm, a judge should decide whether to detain or release the youth during
the short period before the required detention hearing. Supporters also asserted that HB
1269 would send a message to youth that illegal use of firearms has serious
consequences. Previously, juvenile suspects could be held in custody before a detention
hearing only if they meet certain criteria, such as being likely to abscond, being a danger
to the public, or not having suitable supervision.'* House Bill 1269, on the other hand,
requires holding juveniles only during the brief time between when they are taken into
custody and when a judge decides to release them or a detention hearing is held, usually
within two days. The rational was that judges are accoxmtable to the public eind should be
involved in all decisions relating to releasing youths involved with firearms. House Bill
1269, according to supporters, is not a burden on counties since judges could make a
release decision before a hearing and juveniles could be held in county jails or other
facilities.^
^House Research Organization, "Detention ofjuveniles accused of involvement with firearms," in




Supporters of the measure contended that keeping youth involved with firearms
off the streets until a judge can evaluate their cases would help combat juvenile crime and
improve public safety. For example, if the juvenile’s firearm offense were related to
gang violence, HB 1269 would ensure a “cooling off’ period before the youth was
allowed back on the streets. Even situations involving juveniles and seemingly minor
offenses such as unauthorized carrying of a weapon could turn deadly in an instant, and
the criminal justice system needs to handle such situations carefully.^
Additionally, they contended that HB 1269 would not have a significant fiscal and
operational effect on local juvenile probation departments or countries. In 1997, about
2,300 of the total 126,000 juvenile referrals to local probation departments were for
misdemeanor and felony weapon violations, which include firearms as well as other
weapons.^ In addition, HB 1269, as amended in committee, applied only to the
approximately 61 counties that have certified juvenile detention facilities or short-term
detention facilities. These counties report that they already are holding juveniles accuses
of firearms offenses until their detention hearings, so it is unlikely that they would incur
additional expenses or have to change their procedures because ofHB 1269.
The committee amendment excluded the smaller and mostly rural counties that
do not have juvenile detention facilities or short-term detention facilities. These counties




could be hundreds ofmiles away would be costly and time consuming when, as in many
o
cases, a detention hearing cannot be held immediately.
Opponents said that requiring all juveniles accused of firearm offenses to be
detained arbitrarily, no matter what the circumstances, would limit the discretion of local
Juvenile departments.^ Current law, allowing juveniles to be held before their detention
hearing if they threaten public safety, gives local departments the proper justification and
enough leeway to confine any dangerous youths accused of firearm violations. House
Bill 1269 fails to recognize instances in which detaining a juvenile could be
inappropriate. For example, a youth who handles a gun that another youth has brought
along on an outing could be accused ofunlawful carrying of a weapon, even though no
violent incident occurred and the youth did not know that a gun would be present.'® In
other cases, it could be appropriate to release a youth accused of a firearm offense if
space were needed to house other juveniles accused of serious, violent offenses. House
Bill 1269 could also be costly for counties if they were required to hold juveniles whom
they otherwise would have released.
Other opponents of the measure were of the opinion that if Texas wants to send
juveniles the message that all firearm crimes by juveniles are serious, HB 1269 should
apply to all counties in the state." Situations involving juveniles and firearms are no less






detention facilities or short-term detention facilities. Requiring these counties to hold
juveniles before their detention hearing, opponents contended, would not be burdensome
because they could hold a detention hearing immediately, rather than transport juveniles
for detention elsewhere until a hearing was held on another day. They were also of the
opinion that HB 1269 did not go far enough. The bill should have required that juveniles
involved in any weapons offense, not just those involving firearms, be held before their
detention hearings.
The measure passed through the House Juvenile Justice and Family Issues
Committee, ofwhich MALC member Representative Joe Pickett is the Vice Chair,
favorable with an amendment. All members present, including MALC members
Representatives Elvira Reyna and Arthur Reyna, voted in favor of the amendment.
Witnesses who attended public hearings and were against the measure and include
Amador R. Rodriguez and Celestino Mendiola III of the Texas Probation Association.
No members of the LBC serve on the House Juvenile Justice and Family Issues
Committee. The measure passed the House with by recorded vote with 111 in favor and
36 opposed. Table 5 lists the votes for members ofMALC and the LBC.
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McClendon LBC and MALC X
Moreno, J MALC X








Reyna, A MALC X
Reyna, E MALC X
Salinas MALC X
Solis, Jim MALC X




Van de Putte MALC X
Wise MALC X
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"According to a study released by the U.S. Justice Department, juvenile arrest
rates for homicide nationwide reached their lowest levels since 1966."'^ The study also
found that juvenile crime dropped 36 percent from 1994 to 1999 and, in 2000, is at its
lowest level since 1988.*^ "Nationally, juvenile arrests for weapons violations were
down 39 percent from 1993 to 1999."*“* Juvenile Court Judge Hal Gaither was quoted as
saying, "For the first time in many years, we have a handle on what's going on with kids
and can do our best to protect them and the public."** Judge Gaither also said that in
Texas, tougher laws have contributed to the decrease. Before 1996, only six violent
crimes including murder and attempted capital murder - could result in long confinement
for juvenile offenders, he said.*^
Dr. Tory J. Caeti, criminal justice professor at the University ofNorth Texas,
countered the comments by Judge Gaither by stating that changes in the juvenile justice
system can only partially be credited for the decrease, and that other factors cannot be
ignored.*’ The booming economy, stated Caeti, for most of the 1990s and a decrease in
the juvenile population have also played a role in decreasing crime. "The rise in violent
‘^Jennifer Emily, "Juvenile homicide arrests fall - Local figures reflect national crime trend,"








juvenile crime in the 80s and early 90s can be attributed to gangs and widespread use of
crack cocaine, criminal justice experts said," according to The Dallas Morning News}^
House Bill 1269 was an important issue for black and Latino communities
because minority youth, particularly those who are impoverished, have been criminalized
by the juvenile justice system, have received harsh sentencing for minor crimes, and their
actions have been stereotyped, as demonstrated by the news article.
The LBC overwhelmingly opposed the issue, although the caucus took no official
position on the measure, and there is no record of the organization making a statement
regarding the measure. Representatives Davis and Coleman were the only members of
the LBC that voted in favor of the measure. MALC was more divided with 17 members
voting in favor and 24 members voting in opposition. Of the 36 total nay votes for the
measure, 32 were from the LBC and MALC. Neither organization articulated a definitive
position regarding the legislation before the vote, but, clearly, the two caucuses
overwhelmingly identified the issue as having a resounding effect on their constituents
and on black and Latino communities statewide. Despite efforts to vote down the
legislation, it was passed and became effective on September 1, 1999.
SB 178 Historically Underutilized Business Program
A recent study funded by the state legislature found that the current system of
awarding state contracts to emerging, diverse businesses - designated by the state as
historically underutilized businesses (HUBs)- has not benefited blacks. Latinos, or other
'*Ibid.
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ethnic groups as much as was originally hoped. HUBs received only 13 percent of all
state contracts between 1998-1999. In response to this study, MALC and LBC members
authored and sponsored numerous pieces of legislation to create a more equitable system.
In a news release from MALC to the public, the caucus celebrated the signing of
the new law by Governor George W. Bush that provides greater assistance to businesses
owned by minorities and women. The law improves Texas' Historically Underutilized
Business Program that has helped hundreds ofminority- and women-owned businesses
compete for state contracts. Senate Bill 178, a codification bill by Senators Ratliff and
West, incorporated many components ofHB 3032, authored by Representatives Oliveira
and Dukes, and established steps toward "affirmative access" and parity in the state
procurement process.^^
While SB 178 dealt with a multitude of issues, the major provisions, as outlined by
MALC in a June 9, 1999 news release, regarding historically underutilized businesses,
include:
• A comprehensive informational packet including details on electronic
commerce, how to find out what state agencies are trying to buy, and the
‘^Mercedes Olivera, "Latino group aims to get more help for emerging businesses,"
DallasNews.com of The Dallas Morning News 6 January 1999, Internet, accessed 28 August 2001,
http://archive.dallasnews.com, 1.
^“"Governor Signs Minority & Women-Owned Business Bill," news release from MALC, 2 June
1999.
^Tbid.
■■"Strengthened Historically Underutilized Business Program Sent to Governor," news release, 1
June 1999, Internet, http://www.malc.org/primo/hub.htm.
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advantages of Texas' HUB program. In the past, businesses received no
information;
• Automatic certification in the state program if a business is certified for a
similar federal or regional program. A common complaint among minority-
and women-owned businesses was the excessive paperwork in getting certified
by each governmental jurisdiction;
• Development of a system so that businesses can be connected directly to state
purchasers or general contractors who have subcontracting opportunities.
Agencies and general contractors receive credit for subcontracting to HUBs,
but have complained that finding HUBs is often difficult;
• A mentor-protege program so that larger businesses can help smaller
businesses grow;
• Reporting to the legislature and the governor on state education and outreach
efforts, and the result of those efforts. Reporting requirements signal to
agencies that this program is a high priority for legislators; and
• Elevating HUB coordinators within large state agencies to ensure better
attention.^^
Representative Oliveira was quoted as saying,
The economic future of Texas is dependent upon how well ourminority
businesses are able to compete... . Senate Bill 178 is a fantastic step in the right
direction that created a solid foundation for the components ofHouse Bill 3032,
and the enhancement of the HUB program.... The improvement to the state's
HUB program was created by a bipartisan, multi-ethnic collaborative agreement
'Governor Signs.
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that best serves and prepared the State ofTexas for our demographic and
economic future.^"^
HUB legislation was the primary legislative issue ofMALC and the Texas Association of
Mexican American Chambers of Commerce (TAMACC).^^ The LBC did not articulate
the HUB program as a major legislative initiative for the session; however, members of
the caucus worked aggressively with MALC to ensure passage of the legislation.
Representative Dukes co-authored HB 3032 with Representative Oliveira, and Senator
West worked with Senator Ratliff, a white Republican with a significant number of
blacks in his district, to author SB 178.
When Representative Suzanna Hupp proposed to offer an amendment to HB 3032
that would have undermine the intention of the bill, MALC staff sent out an urgent
notification to members. The Hupp Amendment would have changed the definition of
"historically underutilized business" by removing "socially disadvantaged" and replacing
it with "economically disadvantaged." The way the HUB program was outlined
according to HB 3032, at least 51 percent of a HUB's ownership must be black, Hispanic,
Asian, Native American, or female. By shifting the language the HUB program would
no longer have served the originally intended beneficiary. By the definition proposed by
Hupp, the HUB program would have shifted from a program for underutilized businesses
to a small business program. Representatives Oliveira and Duke's bill punish companies
that falsely posed as HUBs vsdth a third-degree felony that is punishable by two to ten
^“'"Strengthened Historically Underutilized Business Program Sent to the Governor," news release,
1 June 1999.
■^Inter-organization memo to MALC members regarding signing of SB 178, Internet, accessed 8
February 2000, http://www.malc.org/memo/ssbl78.htm.
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years in prison and an optional fine of up to $10,000.^^ The MALC alert about the Hupp
Amendment stated, "This amendment would eliminate the program's original intent as it
currently exists, and would essentially make the program a tool to widen the gap between
Anglo-male owned and operated companies and all other ethnic and gender owned
entities."^’ The Hupp Amendment was defeated.
Clearly, HB 3032 was a major MALC initiative. Members of the LBC showed
support for the legislation by hosting a press conference in support of the measure and by
increasing awareness about the bill among constituents. Specifically, Senators Ellis and
West lobbied the Senate for support of the bill as a measure that benefits "historically
underutilized" businesses and aids them in gaining access to state contracts.
SB 1421 Revising Colonia Regulations
Texans use the word colonias to describe low-income communities in
unincorporated subdivisions that lack paved roads and basic services such as water,
wastewater treatment, and electricity. The Texas Water Development Board estimates
that there are 1,500 colonias in Texas with an estimated population of 400,000. Almost
all colonias are located in counties bordering Mexico, and the vast majority of colonia
residents are Hispanic. The 1990 U.S. Census reported that 85 percent of colonia
^®Stephanie Elizando Griest, "House approves bill to strengthen minority-run businesses,"
Associated Press, Internet, accessed 8 February 2000, http://www.malc.org/print6/d0686.htm, 1.
^’"Urgent HB 3032 Update, Bad Amendment Alert," inter-organization memo, Internet, accessed
8 February 2000, http://www.malc.org/memo/3032update.htm.
^*House Research Organization, "Colonias Legislation: History and Results," in Focus Report 76-
10 (April 16, 1999): 1.
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residents are U.S. citizens or legal residents. Nearly 43 percent of colonia residents live
below the poverty level, while 42 percent of adults have not received an education
30
beyond the ninth grade.
Colonias have existed along the Texas-Mexico border for many decades. They
have increased significantly in number since the beginning of the maquiladora program
in 1962. That program, established by the Mexican government to bring manufacturing
jobs to the country’s northern frontier, led to larger-scale migration of Texans and
Mexicans to the border region to look for work. Colonias formed when new arrivals to
Texas’ border cities could not locate affordable housing. Land developers who saw the
demand for new housing bought land outside city limits, where regulations and standards
for residential development were minimal or non-existent. Families bought unserviced,
subdivided lots from developers under contract for deeds (CFD), an alternative form of
land financing used in rural areas.The down payment and monthly payments under a
CFD are less expensive than under a mortgage; however, the seller retains legal title to
the land until the buyer pays full price. Until very recently, the seller could reclaim the
land and any improvements on it in the event of late payment without going through
formal foreclosure.
Colonia families live in inexpensive, prefabricated trailers, or build their own
homes using cheap locally available materials. These homes often do not meet common
^‘ibid.
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health and safety standards. To entice families to buy lots, many colonia developers
promised to install basic services at a later date but never fulfilled those promises. The
lack of services has led to serious threats to health and safety of the residents of colonias
and of surrounding areas. The rates of infectious diseases resulting from the lack of
adequate sewage treatment are especially high. Colonias also lack schools, garbage
collection, fire protection, and emergency medical services.
During the 1980s, colonias began to attract attention from policy makers because
ofefforts by local community activists, the encroachment of colonias upon border-city
limits, and an increasing national focus on the border region due to Mexico’s entry into
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Reports emerged during this time
comparing the dangerous health and safety conditions in colonias to those found in
developing countries.
Since 1989, the Texas Legislature has enacted several major laws related to
colonias. These laws have focused on two major goals: delivering water and wastewater
services to colonia residents to attend to their immediate health and services concerns and
stopping the proliferation of colonias through tougher enforcement of development
standards. Another important but less articulated objective is to educate colonia residents
of their right as homeowners and to help them improve the physical and contractual
conditions under which they live.
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Efforts thus far have received mixed evaluations.^^ State legislative attention to
colonias over the past 10 years has produced tangible improvements for some colonia
residents, but the majority of residents continue to live in unsanitary conditions. There
has also been substantial criticism of the manner in which some state agencies have
implemented colonia-related legislation. The agencies note that the prospects for quick
and easy solutions have always been low, given the scale and complexity of the problems
facing colonia residents.^'*
Senate Bill 2, passed in 1989, established a functional mechanism for funding
water and wastewater service projects in colonias. However, the law did not succeed in
stopping colonia proliferation. The legislature enacted new laws to enhance the
enforcement capabilities of state and local governments. The most important measures to
stop the proliferation of colonias were enacted through HB 1001 in 1995.
House Bill 1001 made several changes to the laws on the enforcement ofModel
Subdivision Rules. It amended the Local Government Code to regulate subdivisions in
“affected counties,” defined as counties within 50 miles of an international border and
or
that meet EDAP income and unemployment criteria. The law required affected
counties to apply the model rules to residential subdivisions of four or more lots outside
the extraterritorial jurisdictions (ETJs) of cities, regardless ofwhether and affected






in affected counties of subdivided lots that lack water and wastewater services and are not
platted according to the model rules, except by a resident or a purchaser under contract.
This prohibition includes unsold lots in existing colonias.
The law added new requirements for rural residential subdivisions in these
counties. Subdividers must describe in detail in English and Spanish, how and when they
intend to provide water and wastewater services.To ensure that water and wastewater
services to rural residential subdivisions meet new requirements, a registered surveyor or
engineer must certify plats. The law also prohibited delivery ofnatural gas and electrical
service to subdivisions without water and wastewater services.
House Bill 1001 strengthened the enforcement power of the Office of the
Attorney General (OAG) overmodel-rule violations through specific provisions in the
Local Government Code and increased the civil and criminal penalties for violating
model-rule ordinances.^* The law strictly limited counties’ authority to grant exemptions
to the subdivision laws. It authorized the OAG to bring suit in Travis County to reduce
the state’s litigation costs and to avoid local prejudices. The law toughened the conflict-
of-interest provisions for participation in subdivision matters by commissioners court
members, prohibited developments in recognized flood plains, and authorized individual






Senate Bill 1421 makes a number of changes to colonia-related laws to improve
water and wastewater services, revise subdivision development requirements in border
counties, and coordinate colonia policies among state agencies and local governments.
The commissioners court for a border county may grant a delay or variance to a
subdivider on an unplatted subdivision or to a resident purchaser of a lot in such a
subdivision from compliance with certain subdivision development requirements.'*'^
Municipalities and border counties may provide utility services to unplatted land if the
land was not subdivided after September 1, 1995, and ifwater service is available within
750 feet from the land determines that it would be feasible to extend service to the land.'**
Residential water supply and sewer connections for projects in border counties
may be undertaken without plumbing license if the work is performed by an organization
certified by the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) to provide
self-help project assistance. To perform the work without a license, an organization must
provide the Texas State Plumbing Examiners with the specific project location, duration,
and other required information at least 30 days before the date the project is to begin. An
organization also must provide a post-construction report by a plumbing inspector to
certify that the plumbing is safe.
The executive administrator of the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB)
must review and approve the process a political subdivision uses to procure engineering
services for facility engineering in economically distressed areas. TWDB may terminate




a service provision contract between the board and a political subdivision facility
planning under an Economically Distressed Areas Program (EDAP) grant if the board
determines that the planning activities of the subdivision are inadequate or not completed
in a timely manner.'*^
TNRCC may award grants for conservation or environmental protection and must
establish procedures for doing so. TNRCC must develop a standard method to determine
which utility or corporation among multiple applicants is the most capable of providing
continuous and adequate service under a certificate of public convenience and necessity.
TNRCC must award the certificate to the utility or corporation that is the most capable of
providing the service as determined under the standard method."^^
A person who violates a municipal or county rule based on the model subdivision
rules or platted requirements in EDAP-eligible counties is liable for a civil penalty of
$500 to $1,000 for each violation and each day of violation, not to exceed $5,000 each
day.^"* The attorney general or an attorney representing the municipality or county may
sue to collect penalties, file and injunction to enjoin a violation, and apply for monetary
damages to cover the cost of enforcing the rules or requirements. All EDAP-eligible
counties have the authority to enforce platting requirements in the extraterritorial




A commissioner's court of an EDAP-eligible county may establish a planning
commission to regulate subdivisions, including reviewing and approving subdivision plat
applications and household requests for utility services.'*^ A planning commission must
review plat applications within 60 days, or an applicant may apply for a mandamus order
in a district court. The governor may designate an agency to coordinate the state’s
colonia initiatives among state agencies and local officials. The coordinating agency may
appoint a colonia ombudsman in each of the six border counties with the highest
population of colonia residents, as determined by the agency.
Supporters, including members ofMALC, said SB 1412 would incorporate into
current colonias policies significant lessons learned over the past 10 years. The variances
and other exemptions are necessary to allow residents to receive basic services that have
been prohibited by strict platting requirements intended to stop unscrupulous land
development.'*^ The reforms for choosing among applicants for certificates of public
convenience and necessity would allow TNRCC to improve efficiency in awarding such
certificates, since the inability to resolve conflict among potential service providers has
significantly delayed service provision for many colonia residents. The bill would clarify
and strengthen the ability of the attorney general and local governments to enforce
platting requirements and other regulations adopted under the guidelines for model
subdivision rules. Plarming commissions could improve the rate of providing services to
colonia residents and create a stronger check against substandard developments. TNRCC
■"^Ibid.
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needs the grant authority under the bill to improve its ability to fund projects related to
colonias.'*^
Opponents asserted that the bill might not give planning commissioners enough
time to review a large number of plat applications at any given time. This could hinder a
commission’s ability to prevent substandard colonia developments.
The measure passed both chambers with a plurality of oral votes cast. MALC has
historically taken a definitive stance in support of all measures that would improve the
quality of life in colonias. During the session, MALC member Representative Manny
Najera organized a work session for MALC with the Secretary of State and the House
Committee on Urban Affairs to discuss the bill and other provisions that could improve
the standard of conditions of colonias. Most members of the LBC lent passive support to
the measure by not voting in opposition, but none other than LBC members who are also
members ofMALC lobbied this session for colonia improvements.
Other bills introduced during the session that affected colonias were SB 501
sponsored by Representative Oliveira relating to a state agency's strategic plan for
serving geographic regions of the state, including the border region, SB 712 sponsored by
Representative Jones-McClendon relating to requiring manufactured home rental
communities to comply with county infrastructure regulations, SB 748 sponsored by
Representative Najera relating to home ownership counseling for displaced workers, and
SB 821 sponsored by Representative Olivo relating to the authority of a county to
operate, or contract for the operation of, a water or sewer utility system.
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SB 103 Revising the Texas Assessment ofAcademic Skills Test
The Texas Assessment ofAcademic skills (TAAS) test must be administered to
all students in third through eighth grades. An exit-level exam also is administered in the
tenth grade, and students must complete this exam successfully to receive a high school
diploma. Student performance rating of school districts and campuses. For a district or
campus to be rated acceptable, at least 45 percent of all students and of students in each
identified group (white, Hispanic, African American, and economically disadvantaged)
must pass each section of each TAAS test administered. That percentage will rise to 50
percent in 2000. CSSB 103 modifies the TAAS test given to students above the sixth
grade and modifies the exit-level exam. Students in the third through sixth grades will
continue to be tested on reading and mathematics in every grade, as well as on writing in
the fourth grade.
''^House Research Organization, "Revising the TAAS Test," in Focus Report 76-10 (April 16,
"’Ibid.
1999).
TABLE 5; CSSB 103 TAAS TEST CHANGES
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Current Law CSSB 103









Ninth Grade No Test Reading, Mathematics
Tenth Grade (Currently Exit Level) English Language Arts
Mathematics
Science




English Language Arts (including
English III)




Social Studies (including US
History)
Source: House Research Organization, "CSSB 103," Texas State Legislature.
CSSB 103 requires the Texas Education Agency (TEA) to administer all tests established
under this bill no later that the 2002-03 school year, except for the new ninth and tenth
grade tests. The results of such a test would have to be included in the accountability
system by the 2004-05 school year. The ninth and tenth grade tests established by CSSB
1033 are to be administered beginning the 2004-05 school year and are to be included in
the accountability system no later than the 2006-07 school year.
CSSB 103 also eliminates the current end-of-course assessments for Algebra I,
English II, Biology I, and U.S. History. TEA could include student performance on those
assessments in the accountability rating system during the 2000-01 and 2001-02 school
years. Students who took tests in the expectation that passing them could be used as an
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alternative to passing the exit-level TAAS exam still could take such exams until all tests
required by CSSB 103 were introduced in the 2002-03 school year/®
The bill replaces all references to the Senate Board ofEducation (SBOE) relating
to the assessment program with TEA, thus eliminating any authority of the SBOE over
the TAAS test.
The exit level test would be designed “to assess a student’s mastery ofminimum
skills necessary for high school graduation.”^' CSSB 103 allows a student who
performed at or above a level established by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board on the exit-level test to be exempt from taking the Texas Academic Skills Program
(TASP) test, which students must pass before the end of their first semester or enrollment
at any public higher education institution.
The bill requires TEA to develop standards for assessing projects produced by
students in the gifted and talented program in grades four through eight and at the exit
level. The district superintendent would have to report on the assessment of gifted and
talented students to the district board of trustees annually beginning in the 2003-04
school year.
Supporters stated that Texas’ strong academic accountability system is the envy
of the rest of the country and one of the reasons that Texas students recently have





To keep the accountability system strong, CSSB 103 expands the TAAS test in certain
grades and adds tests in grades that are not tested now. Enhancing the scope of the
TAAS would enable the accountability system to provide a more accurate picture of the
academic achievement ofTexas students.
CSSB 103 also improves the instruction given to students in Texas public schools.
What is tested on the TAAS test is certain to be taught in the classroom. Supporters also
stated that alignment of curriculum and assessment ensures that students receive a well-
planned, structured flow of courses from one grade level to the next and that each
assessment appropriately identifies whether students have mastered the foundation
curriculum material taught at that grade level.
Critics of TAAS often allege that the TAAS test forces instructors to teach the
test. Supporters say that is exactly the purpose of the TAAS. Every skill that must be
learned to pass the TAAS is a skill that Texas students need to master. Those in favor of
the TAAS test assert that the test can focus instruction on the areas where it is most
needed, all Texas students will have greater opportunity to learn everything they are
expected to learn before they graduate from high school. They contend that this focus on
the test, however, should not and does not distract teachers from teaching materials that is
not on the TAAS. Many things required in the curriculum may not necessarily be tested,
but they will be taught regardless of the emphasis placed on the TAAS test.
Supporters of the bill contended that adding tests in the higher grade levels fill out
the current battery of tests and help ensure that students in high school, where dropout
”lbid.
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rates are highest, are assessed adequately to determine their weakness and to enable
teachers to help students overcome those deficiencies. The ninth grade is the grade at
which the greatest numbers of students drop out of school. However, because there was
no assessment ofninth grade students, bill supporters conteded, it was hard to determine
their level of academic achievement in order to develop strategies to keep such students
in school.^'* Proposals that were examined by the House Public Education Committee
established a ninth grade second-chance program to allow students who otherwise might
not pass the ninth grade to receive the intensive, focused instruction they need to advance
in high school. This type ofprogram, supporters asserted, would not be possible without
a ninth grade assessment test.
In addition, supporters of the measure claimed that moving the exit-level test to
the eleventh grade ensures that students will be tested on three-fourths ofwhat they were
expected to learn in high school in order to graduate.The current test is based on no
more than halfof the material that is supposed to be taught during high school. Moving
the test back, supporters further asserted, would allow employers of high school graduate
to feel more confident in the level of skills that such graduates had attained before they
graduated. Adding a tenth-grade exam before this exit level allows additional targeting
of any weak areas in the student’s skill levels and allows additional instruction in those
areas before the exit test. The current structure ofTAAS allows a one-year gap between




CSSB 103 was designed to provide a framework for developing an assessment
system for students in the gifted and talented program. The current assessment of these
students, assert some individuals, in the regular program is inadequate. These students
also must complete projects or assignments as part of the gifted and talented program, but
such projects are not assessed on a stateAvide basis. By providing an assessment structure
in fourth, eighth, and exit-level grades, the performance of those students and of the
programs in which they participate could be measured.
Opponents of the measure contended that Texas already places too much
emphasis on the TAAS test. This legislation would serve only to increase the hold TAAS
has on the public school system. Students are drilled constantly on the test, and many
such drills emphasize test-taking skills over actual academic learning. Such drilling can
push out other important classroom instruction. Students who could pass the test without
additional drilling could be covering advanced skills but are forced instead to review and
be drilled on the basic TAAS skills, because teachers must spend inordinate amounts of
class time on making sure that as many students as possible pass the test. While students
performance on other test has risen, such performance gains can be attributed at least
partially to better test-taking skills taught in order to perform well on the TAAS.
Those students who need additional help or who are on the borderline of passing
the test bear additional pressure to perform well on the test. This artificial pressure to do
well on a standardized test can make the test an ordeal for the students. From the first
day of school until the test is taken in the spring, students are reminded constantly of the
need to pass the TAAS test. Such pressure, claimed bill opponents, has led to the
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development ofprivate TAAS preparation programs. Under CSSB 103, that pressure
will be constant through the eleventh grade and will expand the TAAS pressure into more
subjects than the current test covers.
The test will be given additional importance in the school accountability system,
causing additional pressure on campuses and districts to find any way to make sure that
students perform up to par. This pressure has led to at least one district tampering with
e/r
TAAS records to improve the ratings at certain schools in the district. There are many
allegations and investigations into possible tampering by other districts. Adding more
tests to the TAAS battery will increase the pressure to do anything to ensure that the
district’s rating was not lowered by student performance on the TAAS test.
Requiring the exit-level TAAS to be completed before a student can graduate
discriminate against minority students, who tend to perform more poorly on the test than
white students, claimed opponents to the bill. Such students are placed at greater risk of
not graduating regardless of their other accomplishments, but only because of their
inability to pass a single test. While they have multiple chances to pass the test, each
time they fail it reduces their chances of staying in school to try again. Moving the test
back to the eleventh grade decreases the number of opportunities students have to retake
the test and limits their chances to graduate.
Opponents asserted that CSSB 103 strips more power from the elected SBOE and
places those powers in the hands of the appointed education commissioner and the TEA
"ibid.
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bureaucracy.^* The SBOE needs to maintain some control over the testing program to
ensure a balance of interests in the assessment program. Some opponents to the bill
contend that the legislature systematically has taken away powers of the elected SBOE
since the revision of the Education Code in 1995.^^ If the legislature continues on this
course, they assert, the board will have little left to do in the setting of the state’s
education policy.
Other opponents said that CSSB 103 should have required additional assessments
of early grade levels. Research has shown that students tend to fall behind in the early
grades and never recover during their school careers.^® While it is beneficial to test
reading, writing, and mathematics, opponents assert that elementary-level students also
should be assessed at least once in other foundation curriculum subjects, such as science
and social studies. Such assessments can help to ensure that students are learning
adequately in the early grades and not falling behind in subjects in which they will need
to be proficient to receive a high school diploma.
The House committee substitute did the following:
• Removed a fifth grade test in science,
• Swapped the writing and social studies tests in the seventh and eighth grades,
• Included specific areas to be covered in the exit-level TAAS,





• Added an improvement performance indicator to the accountability system,
and
• Replaced all references to SBOE with TEA.
A related bill, HB 3675 by Representative Garcia, that required all Spanish¬
speaking students classified as limited-English-proficient to take either the Spanish
TAAS test or the English TAAS in third through eighth grades as determined by the
student's language-proficiency assessment committee, passed the House and was reported
favorably as substituted by the Senate Education Committee.
Senator West amended CSSB 103 in the Senate after it was read a second time.
The amendment included provisions that would exempt students who performed at a state
approved level on the exam from taking the TASP test, provided grade level
specifications for the administration of certain tests, and modified performance
indicators. When introduced to the House, floor amendments were offered by
Representatives Garcia and Luna. Before these amendments were offered, a roll-call vote
was taken and is listed in Table 7. The amended measure passed the House on May 24,
1999 by unrecorded vote. The Senate established a conference committee to complete
passage of the measure. The Senate accepted the measure by recorded vote on May 31,
1999.
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McClendon LBC and MALC X
Moreno, J MALC X








Reyna, A MALC X
Reyna, E MALC X
Salinas MALC X
Solis, Jim MALC X




Van de Putte MALC X
Wise MALC X
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All members of the LBC and ofMALC, excluding Representative Reyna, voted
in favor of the bill that included Senator West’s amendment. An amendment was offered
by Representatives Garcia and Wooley and adopted that would have a less punitive effect
on Latino children. The amendment made provisions for assessment of children to prove
proficiency in English before the administration of an English version of the TAAS test.
Those students who do not prove proficient will be administered a Spanish version of the
same test. An amendment offered by Representative Vilma Luna and accepted by voice
vote added the provision that performance indicators will include an assessment of
economically disadvantages students in comparison to the performance of all other
students. Members of the LBC and ofMALC lobbied hard to modify this bill so that it
would not prove additionally punitive to black and Latino students. The measure was
passed and became effective September 1, 1999.
According to The Dallas Morning News, "Thirty-nine percent ofHispanics who
took the TAAS in 1994 passed the reading, writing and math portions."®’ In 2000, 72
percent passed all three sections. Marla Seidner, director of bilingual education for the
TEA, said that the state does not track scores of students currently or formerly enrolled in
bilingual classes to assess their pass record.®^ According to state rules, limited-English
students may be exempt from taking the TAAS for only one year.
^’Mike Jackson, "Texas follows own path with bilingual teaching California's English -only
method hasn't taken hold," published 9 October 2000, DallasNews.com, of The Dallas Morning News,
Internet, accessed 28 August 2001, http.7/archive.dallasnews.com, 4.
“Ibid.
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Although TAAS scores also were up dramatically for whites (23 percent) and
blacks (36 percent) during the same time, Ms. Seidner said the numbers show that
Hispanics are excelling at a similar pace. She stated, "I really like the way our state is
approaching these kids... . The bottom line is, you've got to get these kids to learn
English. It's working.
Representative Dora Olivo was quoted in The DallasMorning News as saying the
only likely action on bilingual education during the 76‘*’ session will be minor tinkering.
"We need to look at that very carefully to make sure the laws aren't burdensome for these
schools.In an article by the San Antonio Express Representative Olivo was quoted as
saying, "We wanted to look and see if there are some things we can do legislatively.
Sometimes you don't get all you want, but you have to try, for the kid's sake."^^
The LBC's and MALC's position on the modification of TAAS requirements is
one that allowed for flexibility based on the views ofmembers. Neither organization
made a direct statement regarding the legislation, but both caucuses had members that
vocalized concern about making TAAS more stringent. On the other hand, both caucuses
had members that supported modifying testing requirements. One member of the MALC
stated, "TAAS is always a complicated issue. Everybody has their own views on what is




“Edward Tijerina, "Lawmakers eye education report, Hispanics' performance at issue," San
Antonio Express, 27 September 2000, Internet, assessed 29 August 2001, http;//archivesl .newsbank.com.
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concerning TAAS is to get it to test kids who speak little or no English fairly."^’ One
member of the LBC stated.
It (TAAS) can be a touchy issue. So many factors affect how well student's test -
language ability, quality of schools, socioeconomic background, the amount of
emphasis at their school that is placed on taking the test - so many things impact
those scores.. . .This is one of those issues where everybody (in the LBC) wants
what is best, but we might not agree on how to go about getting the necessary
changes. Some think that testing should be increased or made more
comprehensive, others think that the problem is not the test, that changes need to
occur in the classroom. Not to mention any racial bias that may be perceived
about the test. So as you can see, TAAS testing can be complicated.
Though the two caucuses did not articulate cooperation around the TAAS
legislation, members ofMALC, the Legislative Study Group, the House Democratic
Caucus and the Legislative Black Caucus had a joint press conference on May 11, 1999
to call for all available surplus funds to be directed to improving the public education
system and a state employee pay raise.^^ The memo sent out to MALC members from
the chairman. Representative Rene Oliveira, indicated that the caucuses called for long¬
term investment in education.
^’Anonymous interview #5, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recorder.
Anonymous interview #3, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recorder.
'^^MALC, "Press Conference Notice," 9 May 1999, Internet, accessed 8 February 2000,
http://www.malc.org.
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SB 445 Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
The Children’s Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) is a federal initiative (Title 21 of
the Social Security Act), enacted in the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, under which Texas
is eligible to receive an average ofabout $432 million per year over the next 10 years if
the state establishes a health insurance program that meets federal criteria and contributes
matching funds averaging about $151 million per year7'’ During the interim between the
75‘*' and 16^ legislative sessions, lawmakers directed the Health and Human Services
Commission (HHSC) and the Texas Department ofHealth to implement an initial phase
of the CHIP plan that expanded Medicaid and to develop strategies to create a “phase
two” comprehensive program to be implemented in fiscal 2000. On February 4, 1999,
HHSC heard public testimony on its proposal for the phase two plan.
States may provide CHIP coverage to infants in families with incomes up to 235
percent of the federal poverty level (FPL) and to children aged 1-18 in families with
ineomes up to 200 percent ofpoverty.’’ To deliver health-care services under CHIP,
states may either expand their Medicaid programs or use a benefits package that is the
same as or actuarially equivalent to either the Federal Employee Health Benefit Plan, a
state employee health-benefit plan (in Texas, Health Select), or the state’s largest
commercial health maintenance organization plan (in Texas, NYLCare).





The state also may use a combination of approaches, such as expanding Medicaid so that
it includes certain segments of the population while using a separate plan for other low-
income Texans.
Senate Bill 445 was designed to amend statutes relating to the Texas Healthy Kids
Corporation (THKC) to allow HHSC to purchase CHIP-plan coverage through THKC
and to subcontract for other services. The law also requires HHSC to appoint regional
advisory committees for CHIP program implementation and operation. Senate Bill 445
obligates toward the CHIP plan the first amount ofmoney available to Texas each fiscal
year from the settlement of the state’s lawsuit against the tobacco industry. SB 445
specified that the CHIP program is not an entitlement program and will end when federal
funding ends unless another similar federal program becomes available, or when funds
from the state’s tobacco settlement become unavailable unless other state funds are
7-7
appropriated.
Senate Bill 455 also requires HHSC to provide a health-benefit plan for qualified
alien (legal immigrant) children and to provide Medicaid and CHIP coverage to these
children if the federal government authorizes that coverage. HHSC must submit a CHIP
plan for federal approval by September 1, 1999, and must implement plan coverage by
September 1, 2000, unless delayed by additional federal authorization.’"*
Supporters stated that SB 445 takes advantage of the recent availability of




health services. Texas has at least 471,000 uninsured children who might qualify because
they are in families with incomes above the current Medicaid limit but below 200 percent
ofpoverty.
According to some supporters, SB 445 is designed to save money for local
taxpayer and for individuals with health coverage, who subsidize the cost of treating
uninsured children, according to supporters. Texas had a disproportionate number of
uninsured children. One of every four Texas children - or about 1.4 million - is
uninsured.
Supporters asserted that the measure would not create an entitlement program that
would drain state dollars continually, because the bill would direct the termination of the
program should federal funding or tobacco settlement funds cease. It would promote
parental responsibility through its cost-sharing structure, which would educate and move
families toward the purchase of nonsubsidized health benefits when family income rose.
The health-benefit plan for legal immigrant children is designed to help about
7,000 uninsured children who have immigrated to Texas legally since August 22, 1996,
and who are barred for five years by federal law from receiving Medicaid or CHIP
benefits. This provision also changes Texas’ CHIP plan pending federal proposals,
allowing Texas to draw immediately the full federal match for CHIP and Medicaid,





Opponents asserted that Texas should not yield to the enticement of federal
dollars and set up another public program. The number of uninsured children is
exaggerated because there is no indication whether any of the 1.4 million children said to
be uninsured have been uninsured for one week or for 10 years.Texas should not
expand government bureaucracy to pay for something families and the private market
could handle on their own.
An entitlement program must pay for services for all eligible, contended
opponents. Although CHIP program enrollment will be limited to appropriate funding,
constituents would come to expect and demand that such benefits and services always are
available.
Opponents to the bill asserted that the state should take a more conservative step
in implementing such a comprehensive new program. Proposed funding levels for fiscal
2000-01, about $179.6 million, may not cover expected enrollments in CHIP and
“spillover” in the Medicaid program. As many as 600,000 children may be eligible for
Medicaid but not now enrolled, and these children may sign up for Medicaid due to the
success of state outreach efforts. Eligibility should be revised to a lower level, such as
150 percent ofpoverty, to ensure that the state can meet program enrollment within
current budget levels.
Major changes made by the House committee substitute to the Senate engrossed
version of the bill included the following:
’Tbid.
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Expanding eligibility to include children in families with incomes at or below
200 percent of poverty (from the Senate eligibility proposal of children up to
age 10 in families up to 150 percent ofpoverty);
Adding a provision that would end the CHIP program when federal funding
ended;
Requiring the state to use for CHIP the first money available through the
tobacco settlement receipts;
Specifically referring to benefits described by the House and Senate in their
interim reports on CHIP and specifically requiring the exclusion of
reproductive services;
Adding MSA provisions;
Adding provisions establishing the HHSC as chief policymaking authority and
adjusting TDH, DHS, and TDI responsibilities;
Adding the establishment of an advisory committee;
Adding requirements related to fraud prevention and control, outreach in
school-based clinics, a toll-free number, and making application forms
available in languages other than English;
Adding coverage for qualified alien children;
Specifying the implementation date of September 1, 2000; and
Substituting the specified legislative oversight committee with oversight by
standing legislative committees7^
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The fiscal note for the Senate engrossed version of the bill was $120 million of
anticipated expenditure in general revenue-related funds. The fiscal note for the House
committee substitute is $127 million.*®
Senate Bill 445 achieved bipartisan and multi-ethnic support, passed the Senate
on March 11, 1999 with a unanimous vote, and was eventually signed into law by the
governor. The House Public Health Committee recommended a committee substitute
that gained majority support from the committee. Witnesses in attendance at the
committee hearing on April 29, 1999 included representatives from the Texas Hospital
Association, The Center for Public Policy Priorities, Texas Advocates Supporting Kids
with Disabilities, National Council ofLa Raza, and the Joint City/County Commission on
Children. All who appeared were in favor of the legislation.** The measure reached a
final recorded vote in the House on April 30, 1999 (see Table 8).
*’lbid.






























McClendon LBC and MALC X
Moreno, J MALC X








Reyna, A MALC X
Reyna, E MALC X
Salinas MALC X
Solis, Jim MALC X




Van de Putte MALC X
Wise MALC X
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All members of the LBC and ofMALC, except Representative Reyna, voted in
favor of this measure that would benefit both communities. The fact that both groups
voted in favor of the bill does not indicate the existence of a coalition or even an alliance;
it does indicate a common interest. "About a quarter of all uninsured children live in
North Texas. Most are minorities, with Hispanics accounting for more than 55 percent of
uninsured children and blacks nearly 14prcnt."*̂
The DallasMorning News reported on February 26, 1999 that at least 29 states
have expanded their CHIP programs to families that make as much as $32,900 a year or
twice the poverty level.*^ The program supported by Governor Bush was smaller and
would serve families that earned less than $24,675 annually. Under this plan, Texas
would reach 303,000 kids instead of a possible 471,000.*'* The governor's spokesperson
and officials with the TDHHS, which drafted the plan, said that the state could always
or
increase the eligibility level if there was enough money to do so. Representative Glen
Maxey, a member ofMALC, is quoted in the article as saying, "Money is not an issue.
This is about political will." Clearly, the support for the expanded version of the
legislation by black and Latino legislators was an indication of their will.
^^Christopher Lee, "State urged to insure kids' care - Groups urge legislators to assist uninsured







The purpose of this study was to examine the political strategy employed by
members of the LBC interacting with Latino legislators and the MALC. As more Latinos
are identified as constituents, the composition of congressional and legislative districts
will change. There is potential for the political ideological orientation of districts to shift,
for majority black districts to become majority Latino districts, for the definition of
minority to shift (or at least the application of the term). Therefore, it is increasingly
important to explore the relationship that exists between black and Latino legislators in
Texas.
Out of this context, several questions arise; Does shared racial-minority group
status create a strong enough foundation for the formation of sustainable coalitions?
Alternatively, does shared group status cause racial minorities to view each other with
suspicion and distrust, resulting in competitive behavior? Other questions raised in this
research include why is it that blacks and Latinos in Texas have not rallied around a
central political agenda? What factors are prohibiting the formation of a formal biracial
coalition?
The primary research objective of this study was to examine whether or not the
LBC and MALC have functioned as viable political vehicles with the capacity to support
a biracial coalition as a legislative strategy. Other sub-objectives of the study include;
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1. Highlighting strategies used by black legislators in Texas to achieve political
objectives,
2. Understanding the perceptions of black legislators of the LBC as a means of
understanding their under-utilization of the caucus, and
3. Exploring the political strategy ofMALC and members.
The primary objective explores the behavior of black and Latino legislators to
determine if shared racial-minority status is a strong enough foundation for the formation
of a coalition. Sub-objectives of the study explore factors that have inhibited the
formation of a formal biracial coalition by examining prevailing attitudes and strategies.
This study was specifically designed to gauge the presence of black and Latino legislative
cooperation as manifested through a coalition.
Findings
Based on research findings, one can conclude that the LBC and MALC are not
well suited as long-term coalition partners. Several reasons exist. Carmichael and
Hamilton identified four preconditions for coalition formation:
1. Recognition by parties involved of their respective self-interests,
2. Mutual belief that each party stands to benefit in terms of that self-interest from
allying with the other or others,
Acceptance of the fact that each party has its own independent base of power and
does not depend on a force outside itself for ultimate-decision making, and
3.
1284.Realization that the coalition deals with specific and identifiable — as opposed to
general -- goals.’
These four preconditions are not met by the LBC, while they appear to met by
MALC. As a result, the LBC is not particularly an attractive coalition partner for MALC.
However, individual members of the LBC meet the preconditions and have chosen to
formally ally with MALC (example: Representative Ruth Jones-McClendon).
Several prohibitive conditions exist in the LBC that affect how the caucus is able
to organize internally and how it is able to work with other caucuses and organizations.
These conditions include the following:
1. Administrative disorganization: lack of an executive director and a permanent staff,
2. Low funds and limited resources: dependent on contributions fi-om the Democratic
party and from the personal budgets ofmembers,
3. Numerous internal schisms: divisions have resulted in conflict (Dallas v. Houston;
representatives v. senators; differing ideologies and strategies),
4. No explicitly defined agenda: lack of a narrowly focused legislative direction which
leaves the direction of the caucus open to personal interpretation,
5. Closed membership: has resulted in a limited number ofmembers and has locked out
non-black legislators who have a significant number ofblack constituents and raises
doubts about desire to engage in biracial alliances,
6. Individual legislators working to secure individual agendas: dilutes rather than works
to advance a single caucus agenda, and
‘Carmichael and Hamilton, 1967: 79-80.
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7. Slow to mobilize around and respond to issues that should be considered important to
blacks in Texas: gives other organizations and caucuses an opportunity to step to the
forefront on these issues.^
The research identifies four factors that impact the viability of both the LBC and
MALC. Establishing reasonable goals, organizing group support, group cohesion, and
resources and influence are important factors that must be considered when exploring the
relative ineffectiveness of the LBC as compared with the high mobility and visibility of
MALC. Exploration of these factors assists in addressing the sub-objectives of the
research.
The Importance ofEstablishing Reasonable Goals
To the fiustration ofmany members of the legislature, the definition of basic
objectives is frequently in the hands ofothers.^ Often, legislators are troubled by the
unrealistic assumptions that outsiders of the process make concerning what can and
cannot be done. Group goals are particularly elusive, since one individual or faction's
interpretation may be different from the interpretation of another. Moreover, the farther
one is from achieving goals, the easier the goals are to define. Even if ultimate objectives
are clear, the ability of these objectives to provide meaningful guidelines for action
seldom is. Often legislators are called upon to perform unrealistic expectations.
"Anonymous interviews #1-4, interview by author, June 1999, Dallas, TX, tape recorder.
^Edward V. Schneier and Bertram Gross, Legislative Strategy: Shaping Public Policy (New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1993).
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Because of these unrealistic expectations, it is important that reasonable
legislative goals be defined for the organization and for the session. Having specific and
tailored goals for the caucus provides a unit ofmeasure to determine if the organization
has fulfilled its purpose and to measure organizational success and failure. The LBC
adopts the broad goals and aims of the Congressional Black Caucus, but has difficulty
defining the specific objectives that will be addressed during a particular legislative
session. Many of the issues that find their way onto the LBC's agenda during a particular
session are major issues that overwhelmingly affect blacks in Texas or are of concern to
individual caucus members. By not having a clearly defined mission other than serving
the interests of the black community in Texas, the mission of the organization is vague,
resulting in various interpretations of the purpose of the members. Additionally, it is
difficult to hold the caucus accountable for its actions and lack of action because there is
no articulated standard or mission.
MALC has defined the caucus' mission and articulated a legislative agenda for the
76^*’ session. One strategy employed by MALC to adhere to the mission of the caucus is
to pursue one or two specific pieces of legislation per session, but to allow individual
members to put forth their individual legislative interests under the umbrella ofMALC as
long as these interests do not conflict with those ofMALC. This strategy is made evident
in an examination of the correspondence released by MALC staff, concerning issues and
legislation that the caucus supports and articulation of support from the caucus for issues
and legislation of interest to individual members.
Legislators often have other strategic agendas, such as reelection, that may or may
not be connected with the passage of laws or a caucus agenda. Members of the LBC and
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MALC have his or her own legislative and political agenda outside of the caucus. At
times these agendas conflict and the legislator has to decide which interest is paramount.
The Organization of Group Support
Each active participant in the legislative struggle must decide what he or she is
going to sacrifice in order to obtain the objectives that count the most.'' Unless this is
done, one's resources are dwindled away in pointless efforts. Even on issues of direct
concern, legislators and caucuses can be shown to have lost significant battles.^ The bills
analyzed in this research have all passed into law, but other measures supported by both
caucuses died either in committee or on the floor.
It should be noted that the success of organized interests is not necessarily an
index of power. As demonstrated by the LBC, many of the issues championed by the
caucus garnered support from other legislators, caucuses, and legislative organizations
that shared in interest. It can, then, be argued that the articulation of support by the LBC
for particular bills and issues has minimal impact on legislative outcome.
In addition, all powerful interests are not organized. Obviously, a large
organization is more effective than a small one; a well-financed organization is more
potent than a poor one.^ However, some very small groups enjoy influence out of
proportion with their numbers. Numbers are important, but do not guarantee success,





black senators in having their legislative concerns lobbied and addressed by other
legislative organizations. The research indicates that the senators recognize that the LBC
is only one mechanism through which they can pursue their concerns, and, therefore, they
have formed alliances with other individuals and organizations.
Cohesion
Legislators represent constituencies whose interests are complex. Lacking a clear
mandate from the caucus on an issue ofperipheral concern to members, the legislator is
free to pursue his or her own issues or enter into long-standing coalitions with other
caucuses or legislators that may or may not reflect the caucuses choices of allies.^
Moreover, ambiguous mandates are likely to limit rather than expand the effectiveness of
a caucus. Legislators feel free to enter into alliances that meet their legislative concerns
and address the needs of their constituents. As a result, legislators are members ofmore
than one caucus or organization. Problems can arise for a legislator when the position of
the alliance conflicts with the vague position of the caucus. The legislator may choose to
take the position of the alliance rather than that of the caucus. Interviews with legislators
did not reveal any such conflict, but it was noted that several members of both the LBC
and MALC formed alliances with individuals and organizations outside of the caucus
structure. Particularly in the LBC where there is no clear mandate, members have chosen
to remain affiliated with the caucus for various reasons while exploring other
relationships. Potential conflict exists surrounding this practice because all members
have veto power, meaning that if a member disagrees with the position of the caucus on
’Ibid.
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an issue, his or her singular vote is enough to keep the caucus from taking a formal
position.
Examples abound of caucuses and interest groups whose lobbying activities have
been compromised by splits in the membership. The need to present a united front is
often used by group leaders as an excuse for centralized control, but internal democracy
can cause real problems. A divided organization not only loses effectiveness but may
also suffer internal injuries such as the loss of disgruntled members. Nothing is more
damaging to an organization's credibility than indecisiveness and division among
members. The LBC has suffered the effects of both. Members and non-members do not
view the caucus as a guardian of black rights, but rather as a loose association of black
legislators. In addition, internal divisions and schisms have wracked the caucus. Caucus
reluctance to take a prominent stance on bills and issues that affect the black community
has resulted in a loss of legitimacy in the eyes ofmany.
Resource and Influence
One of the benefits ofhaving fiscal resources is that it is possible to maintain a
staff. Staffs generate ideas and work. The growth of staff has given legislators more, but
not necessarily better information, since more information means even more assumptions
and contradictions to questions.* Although added staff resources have given individual
members, committees, and organizations more tools for screening information and more
points of access, they do not necessarily mean that legislators are working on more
legislation. Such is the case with MALC. MALC's research staff addresses one or two
*Ibid.
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key issues per session, while relying on the legislative interests ofmembers to research
and lobby other issues with the support of the caucus. MALC, like the LBC, is limited in
membership in comparison to other caucuses and legislative organizations, and thus, is
limited in the amount of resources that can be expended for issues. Strategies employed
by both organizations in an effort to conserve resources include offering numerous
amendments to legislation proposed by others to tailor the bill toward their concerns,
opposing detrimental legislation, and having members co-author or co-sponsor
legislation. These three strategies have proven to be effective for the LBC and MALC.
Individual members of both caucuses have their own resources and relative
influence in the caucus, in committees, and in their respective chambers. These
leadership roles have been crafted and won, not conferred. Formal roles are important,
but the extent of the influence they provide is as broad or as narrow as their holders make
them. Influence is the result of interactions among others, individual interests and values.
Legislators have their own opinions and peculiarities that shape and affect their influence,
and the group life of the legislature is also an important variable. In essence, the
legislative struggle for influence is multidimensional, there are no sure roads to power,
and influence will derive from a blend of strategies.
Individual members of the LBC and MALC are chairs and vice-chairs of
committees, have served in the legislature for several years, have championed major
legislation in the past, are community activists and leaders, and have earned the respect of
their peers. Members bring these experiences to their caucuses and utilize their influence
to address their individual interests as well as those of their caucus. Both caucuses have
committees that are headed by individuals who serve on those committees, but it appears
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that the LBC has failed to fully utilize these individuals. Instead, it seems as if
individuals are pursuing their individual legislative agendas under the guise of the LBC
because (1) the caucus has not articulated opposition to legislator's position, (2) it is more
expedient for a legislator who has expertise in a particular area to by-pass potential veto
by the caucus and to pursue issues utilizing his or her existing connections and alliances,
and (3) the caucus lacks an articulated agenda.
Prospects of a Biracial Coalition
After examining four factors that affect the viability of both the LBC and MALC,
one can see that it is necessary to assess their attractiveness to each other as coalition
partners. It has long been recognized that short- and long-term alliances are important
sources of power. A major problem for alliances has been maintaining cohesion. One
aspect of the problem is that of defining the boundaries of the group's concerns. As much
as formation can enhance bargaining power, it can also restrict freedom of action; there
may even be coalitions that hurt.
The general effectiveness of a legislative bloc depends on four variables: its size,
the bargaining situation, its cohesiveness or its ability to do what it says it will do, and its
general opposition in the House or Senate. Coalition effectiveness is also a function of
the group's position in the House or Senate. In many circumstances, power depends on
an ability to confound prediction.^ At a minimum, bloc membership provides the
individual member with a means of escape from outside pressures such as "I'd like to help
you, but the caucus has not taken its position." At best, a cohesive and strategically large
®Ibid.
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enough coalition can have power far out of proportion to that of its purely numerical
strength.
In Texas, black and Latino legislators are building short-term coalitions around
similar interests, but they have yet to build a long-term coalition between the LBC and
MALC. Both groups speak openly of the need for a greater alliance on issues, but, for
several reasons, it has not materialized due to:
1. Organization differences,
2. Agenda differences,
3. Strategic differences, and
4. Regional differences.
According to Bobo and Hutchings there is a need to face a common enemy. They
assert that it is only when a clearly identified enemy exists that threatens both the black
and Latino communities do they work for a similar outcome. This was demonstrated
during the 76^*’ session when black and Latino legislators voted the same on legislation
that affected their communities and their constituents. Taking the same position on
legislation did not demonstrate the existence of a coalition but a common position on an
issue. However, promoting the same cause and fighting the same enemy can be distinctly
separate. It is possible for the two groups to employ opposing strategies to fight the same
enemy, just as it is possible for the same strategy to be employed to combat different
enemies.
The researcher found it useful to examine the caucuses based on the theories
outlined in the literature review. Table 9 outlines various theories of coalition building
and assesses their effectiveness in determining the likelihood of a biracial coalition
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between black and Latino legislators.
All three of the approaches to coalition research outlined in the literature review
are useful in analyzing the legislative interaction of black and Latino legislators. Game
theory is useful in understanding the strategies of the black senators as a bloc and of some
individual caucus members. The senators determine how to position themselves with the
LBC and members ofMALC by (1) ranking order ofpreference to policy position, (2)
estimating the probability of success, and (3) discerning what strategy the caucuses are
going to employ. Game theory appears to be is less useful as a strategy for the LBC, but
appears to relatively useful as a strategy for MALC. This is true because MALC meets
the preconditions of game-theory participation (resources and goals, defined rules of
engagement, and rules to assess gains and losses), while the LBC has yet to clearly define
its preconditions for participation. For black and Latino legislators who use the game
approach, the "payoff for winning can range from increasing overall awareness about an
issue to passing legislation.
Coalitional bias is the most effective theory for analyzing the political positioning
ofMALC as opposed to that of the LBC. Coalitional bias suggest that all groups are not
equally valued, nor do they all possess resources that would make them an attractive
coalition partner. A group's social-class position usually serves as an indication of its
attractiveness as a coalition partner. Minority status usually indicates a less desirable
coalition partner. Although the theory does not specifically take into account biracial
coalition building among two minority groups, it is still very relevant for analyzing the
relative attractiveness of the LBC and MALC as coalition partners. It is relevant because
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MALC has significantly more financial resources and members than the LBC. This is an
advantage for MALC when considering the possibility of a biracial coalition with the
LBC, an organization with very limited financial resources and membership. Both
caucuses have significant numbers ofmembers with chair or vice-chair committee status
and members that have served in the legislature for more than 6 years. As a result, both
groups benefit from these particular advantages. It would appear, however, that MALC
has benefited from greater coalitional bias than has the LBC for two reasons: (1) the
membership is racially and politically diverse, indicating an attractiveness on the part of
the organization as a viable political tool and (2) MALC's alliance with other legislators
and legislative groups on specific legislation, as indicated in press releases and memos.
Group Threat-War ofManeuver is effective in analyzing the behavior of the LBC
for the following reasons: (1) the organization has decidedly turned inward to focus on a
specific and limited, although vague, objective ofworking for the improvement of the
black community, (2) the organization maintains a closed membership policy, and (3) the
organization has not actively sought to formally ally with any other legislative
organization. Several reasons exist as to why the caucus has employed this strategy for
over 25 years. The first is that the number ofblack legislators in Texas has historically
remained less than 25. To maintain racial cohesion in the legislature, members have
chosen to focus on an agenda that specifically addresses black community concerns. The
second is that internal schisms that can be attributed to conflicting regional perspective,
personal agendas, strategies, and legislative clout have resulted in the organization being
a loosely joined collective that has a difficult time concretizing policy objective, specific
session agendas, and issues that warrant the legislative support of the caucus. The third is
that members of the LBC have chosen to work closely with or to ally with other groups
whose policy objectives have primacy over those of the caucus. Most members of the
LBC are members of other legislative organizations to which they contribute financial
support, policy support, and other available resources.
That the LBC has chosen to employ a war ofmaneuver does not imply that it is an
ineffective organization. The fact that it has continued to exist over the years indicates
that it serves some valued function for its members. What is indicated is that the LBC
has not positioned itself to be an attractive coalition partner and has not employed a
strategy that would place it in such a light. Formal coalition building is not an objective
of the LBC; serving the needs ofmembers and constituents is. The LBC has chosen to
work in a limited capacity with other organizations on specific policy initiatives and
legislation. The result is that the caucus has remained in control of its resources, agenda.
and of how it chooses to wield its influence.
TABLE 8: MATRIX OF COALITION STRATEGIES AND THEORIES AND THEIR UTILITY IN ANALYZING
THE LBC AND MALC
Theory LBC MALC
Game Theory Neither group appears to be utilizing game theory in their interaction with the other. Utilization of game theory implies that there is
consistent interaction with the purpose of achieving a particular end. The limited interaction between the caucuses does not yield this
level of activity. MALC has more to gain by coalescing with other organizations with larger memberships and more resources. Game
theory is only an effective tool to measure interaction and shared support between the caucuses when they are in opposition on a bill.






















Social The LBC has not sought to control MALC or any other
Psychological organization. Although the LBC has no control over membership
Approach voting trends, and no control overMALC, this approach is useful in
(SPA) examining why some members have chosen to ally themselves with
MALC when the organization has not. The LBC has not entered in
to any formal coalitions with any other groups, so it does not
employ Caplow's triad theory. SPA is not an effective approach for
analyzing the LBC because it implies power that the caucus does
not have.
MALC has not sought to control the LBC or any other
organization. MALC has chosen to open its membership to
utilize the strength and political resources ofnon-Latino
members. Utilization of this approach is relatively weak
because MALC may take a definitive position on some
measures, but has little control over how its membership votes
and it has no control over the LBC. MALC has not entered
into any formal coalitions with any other groups, so it does
not employ Caplow's triad theory. SPA is not an effective
approach for analyzing MALC because it implies power that
the caucus does not have.
Empirical While the LBC and MALC may not have the resources necessary to empirically examine the coalition efforts of the other, individual
Political members do, but there is no evidence to suggest that they utilize this to this end. The difficulty with utilizing this theory to analyze
Studies the caucuses is the lack ofmeasurable data available about any alliance activity.
Pluralism Pluralism can be used to analyze both groups, but provides a limited analysis because it does not take into account broad social and
political structures. Both the LBC and MALC appear to operate from the perspective that social and economic obstacles affect their
placement in the political process.
Coalitional Directly addresses the question of shared minority-group status and asserts that social class positioning and other sociological factors
Bias determine coalition attractiveness. It would appear that both groups would use aspects of coalitional bias to shun or pursue an
alliance with the other.
Two Tiered Most effective in analyzing the political behavior of black
Pluralism legislators. Emphasizes the minority experience in America and all
(TTP) contributing factors. This theory is employed by the LBC and
underlies all general legislative positions.
Useful in explaining why Latino legislators have worked to
transcend the label "minority" by having open membership






The four preconditions outlined by Carmichael and Hamilton are not met by the LBC making it an unattractive coalition partner.
Common interests rather than ideology has been the basis of any Joined political activity, but common interest has not been enough









Most effective in analyzing the behavior of the LBC because they
have chosen to turn inward to develop an alternative to opposition
and to preserve their territory.
MALC has chosen to move beyond having limited
membership and has chosen to work closely with members of










The LBC has chosen not to formalize any alliances with other
caucuses and organizations and has a closed membership policy.
Most effective in analyzing the organizational behavior of
MALC because they have chosen to open their membership


















Group Position Adequately explains the feelings of some members who believe
that blacks have worked to achieve certain rights that should/do
translate into political status.
Not actively employed by MALC, but it does characterize the
feelings of some legislators who believe that Latinos in Texas





Not useful in assessing the LBC. Members believe that as a result
of oppression in America, measures need to be in place to level the
playing field and to assist with political incorporation.
Adequately explains the sentiments of some members who
believe that numerous avenues exist for empowerment and
that all avenues should be explored, and emphasis should be
placed on individual responsibility rather than achieving
stability through government programs.
CONCLUSION
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In final analysis, shared minority-group status has not been enough of an impetus
for the formation of a formal coalition between the LBC and MALC. Legislative
cooperation has resulted from the individual efforts ofblack and Latino legislators, and
from mutual support of an issue. The short-term alliances that occasionally form have
been loosely organized. Members of both caucuses utilize their caucus as a means of
communicating their interests and agendas to others, but MALC has an organizational
structure that better facilitates communication of legislative positions taken by the caucus
and by members. Members of the LBC recognize that the caucus is underutilized as a
legislative tool, and it is possible that others in the legislature recognize this
underutilization and are reluctant to engage the caucus as a viable coalition partner.
Clearly, the LBC does not meet the criteria set forth by Carmichael and Hamilton that
should be met by all parties interested in forming a coalition. As a result of this and other
factors, the caucus is not formally allied with any legislative organization. Interviews
with members of the caucus seems to indicate that the caucus body has no desire to
formally coalesce with any other organization. Organizational safeguards such as closed
membership and the loose organization of legislators whose agendas override that of the
caucus ensure that the caucus remains an unattractive formal coalition partner, and make
coalition formation as a legislative strategy nearly impossible.
A biracial coalition between the LBC and MALC would serve to weaken rather
than strengthen both organizations for several reasons:
1. The LBC has very limited resources and would be dependent on the resources of
MALC. This would decrease the bargaining power of the LBC and increase the
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dominance ofMALC in the coalition. In addition, the LBC could be a drain on the
resources ofMALC and further limit the number of initiatives that could be pursued
during a legislative session.
2. Each caucus is a heterogeneous group that is composed of legislators with diverse
interest, ideologies, and strategies. Both caucuses have historically had to contend
with maintaining group cohesion in spite of these challenges. It would be an
increased challenge for both caucuses to maintain caucus cohesion and coalition
cohesion. More members could mean more organizational problems.
3. The caucuses have employed differing strategies to fulfill their purposes in the
legislature. The LBC provides its members with a lot of latitude in pursuing personal
agendas. As such, members do not rely on the caucus to give them legislative
direction for the session. MALC, on the other hand, takes a definitive position on
various issues and expects its members to support this position. Members are free to
ally with other groups, but it is assumed that their primary loyalty is with the caucus.
An insurmountable challenge could be faced when trying to mesh strategies in a
coalition to pursue a common agenda.
These reasons for why the LBC and MALC have yet to develop a formal coalition
are significant enough to prohibit any such formation in the near future.
Future Research Possibilities
Future research on coalitional efforts in the Texas legislature among blacks and
Latinos might include the following: (1) an examination of the attitudes of the legislators
toward each other, (2) a historical analysis of the LBC and MALC, and (3) a comparison
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of the organizational structures of both caucuses to similar caucuses in states with
significant black and Latino populations. Due to the limited analysis of black and Latino
legislative cooperation in state legislatures, this research will not only fill a literature gap
but will also provide insight on political strategies employed by minority legislators. The
expansion of this research will further assess political strategies utilized by black and




MAJOR ISSUES OF THE 76™ LEGISLATURE, REGULAR SESSION
During its 1999 regular session, the 76*'’ Texas Legislature enacted 1,622 bills and
adopted 17 joint resolutions after considering over 5,900 measured filed.
76*** Legislature, Regular Session
INTRODUCED ENACTED PERCENT ENACTED
House Bills 3,855 960 24.9
Senate Bills 1,911 662 34.6












LISTING OF BILLS DURING THE 76™ SESSION BY CATEGORY
<1
Agriculture and Wildlife
HB 2000 B. Turner Allowing Texas to Join the Southern Dairy Compact
SB 448 Duncan Cost-sharing program for boll weevil eradication
SB 705 Ogden Farm and Ranch Recovery
Civil Justice andEmployment
HB341 McCall Civil immunity for employer job references
HB 1507 Wolen Exempting legal self-help materials from law practice definition
SB 614 Lindsay Limiting lawsuits against gun and ammunition manufacturers
Criminal Justice
HB77 Gallego Life without parole for capital murder
HB397 Naishtat Board ofPardons and Paroles procedures in clemency cases
HB938 Thompson Enhanced criminal penalties and civil damages for hate crimes
HB 1269 Goodman Detention of Juveniles accused of involvement with firearms
SB 8 West Creating a statewide database of gang information
SB 29/ SB 365 Shapiro/ Brown Civil commitment of sexually violent predators




SB 188 Ogden Injury to a pregnant woman
SB 326 Ellis Prohibiting death penalty for the mentally retarded
SB 970 Sibley Defining illegal gambling and amusement machines
Economic Development and Finances
HB 1341 Gallego Texas Courthouse preservation program
HB 2066/ HB 2067 Marchant Implementing and taxing interstate branch banking
HB 3029 Oliveira Expanding uses of economic development sales tax revenue
HB 3657 Oliveira Revising the Smart Jobs program
SB 456 Madia Financing for 2007 Pan American Games and 2012 Olympics
SJR 12 Carona Amending constitutional provisions for reverse mortgages
Elections
HB4 Gallego Campaign reporting requirements
HB 2611 Greenberg Electronic campaign finance reporting
Environment and LandManagement
HB 801 Uher Public participation in environmental permitting procedures
HB 1171/HB1910 Chisum Managing and disposing of low-level radioactive waste
HB 1704 Kuempel Prohibiting retroactive changes to development permits
SB 89 Madia Revising the municipal annexation process
SB 143 Brown Repealing junior water rights restriction on interbasin transfers
SB 710 Wentworth Platting requirements for subdivisions on unincorportated land
SB 1421 Lucio Revising colonias regulation
SB 1911 Brown Creating 13 groundwater districts with limited authority
Families with Children
HB 673 Carter Requiring minors to wear bicycle helmets
HB 734/ HJR 36 Goodman Agreements to convert separate property to community property
SB 30 Shapiro Parental notification of abortions performed on minors
SB 368 Harris Administration of child-support enforcement program
SB 644 Haywood Covenant marriage
GovernmentAffairs
HB 156 Wolens Eliminating staff briefing exception to open meetings law
HB 1059 Keel Regulating amusement rides
HB 3597 Siebert Worker’s Compensation Insurance Fund revisions, tax refund
HJR 1/ SJR 1 Junell/ Ratliff Constitutional revision
SB 138 Sibley Texas Religious Freedom Restoration Act
SB 178 Ratliff Contingency fee restriction and HUB contracting requirement
SB 370 Brown Continuing the Department of Public Safety
SB 1851 Wentworth Revising open records laws
Health andHuman Services
HB 820 Naishtat Medicaid for children formerly receiving TANF benefits
HB 1161 Junell Endowment for county and public hospital indigent care costs
HB 1498 Janek Requiring employee health plans to include non-network options
HB 1676 Junell Permanent funds for health care
HB 2641 Gray Continuing the Health and Human Services Commission
HB 3639 Naishtat Changes to state welfare laws
SB 374 Zaffirini Reorganizing state long-term care services
SB 445 Moncrief Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
SB 862 Gallego Availability of donated organs for transplant centers
SB 1468 Harris Joint negotiation by physicians with health-benefit plans
Higher Education
HB713 Cuellar TEXAS and Teach for Texas student grant programs
HB 1945 Junell Permanent higher education health funds
HJR58 Junell Permanent University Fund distribution and investment
Judiciary
HB 400 Thompson Creating 22 new state district courts
SIR 9 Duncan Revising judicial selection of appellate judges
Public Education
HB618 Dukes Parental notice of uncertified teachers
SB 4 Bivins School finances, teacher pay raises, property tax relief, social promotion
SB 10 Bivins School vouchers
SB 103 Bivins TAAS test revisions
SB 1128 Armbrister Changes to the Teacher Retirement System
Taxation andRevenue
HB 844 Wilson Repealing total lottery prize limit
SB 290 Brown Temporary tax exemption for low-producing wells
SB 441 Ellis Sales and franchise tax relief
SB 977 Ratliff Sales and property tax exemptions for timber
Transportation andMotor Vehicles
HB487 Hill Ban in open containers of alcohol in vehicles
HB 1152 Driver Allowing cities to implement photographic traffic-monitoring system
HB 3328 Gallego Increasing daytime maximum speed limit on rural highways
SB 114 Gallego Lowering blood alcohol content that defines intoxication
SB 966/ SJR 45 Lucio Grant Anticipation Vehicle bond funding for highways
Utilities
HB 537 Danburg Regulating telephone solicitation
HB 1777 Wolens Telecommunication provider compensation for right ofway use
SB 7 Sibley Restructuring the electric utility industry
SB 86 Nelson Telecommunications and electric service customer protections




Author/Sponsor Subject Committee and Vote House Vote Senate Vote











HB 1162 Crabb Authorizing public notice of offense as
probation condition
5 ayes - Hinojosa, Dunnam,
Keel, Nixon, Wise
1 nay - Garcia
3 absent - Green, Smith
Talton
Passed Passed
HB 1749 Van de Putte
(CSHB 1749 by
Goodman)
Allowing Juvenile Justice authorities
and schools to share student
information
8 ayes - Goodman, Pickett,
Isett, P. King, Morrison,
Naishtat, E. Reyna, Truitt
0 nays
1 absent - A. Reyna
Passed
(149-0)
HB2200 Swinford (Bivins) Allows counties to obtain criminal
history record information from certain
entities entitled to run criminal









Allowing housing authorities to lend
money to public facilities corporations
Urban Affairs




1 present, not voting - Hill






HB 1676 Junell, etal. Establishes five endowment funds in
the state treasury to be capitalized with




Author/Sponsor Subject Committee and Vote House Vote Senate Vote
lawsuit settlement
HB 1574 Bosse (Brown) Authorizes a county of 2.8 million or
more to authorize the discharge of
treated sewage into or adjacent to water
in this state by small, inexpensive land
aerobic systems meeting certain criteria
Passed Passed
HB 1269 Goodman, et al. Detention of juveniles accused of
Involvement with firearms
Juvenile Justice and Family
Issues
8 ayes - Goodman, Pickett,
Isett, P. King, Morrison,
Naishtat, E. Reyna, Truitt
0 nays
1 absent - A. Reyna
111 ayes
36 nays
SB 8 West, et al. (SB
1578, SB 1580)














1 absent - Edwards
Passed
(139-4)









1 absent - Oliveira
58 nays
HB 820 Naishtat, et al. Medicaid for children formerly Human Services Passed Passed
receiving TANF benefits 6 ayes - Naishtat, Maxey
Chavez, Noriega, Telford,
Wohlegmuth
3 nays - Christian, J. Davis,
Bill
Number
Author/Sponsor Subject Committee and Vote House Vote Senate Vote
Truitt
HB 77 Gallego, Naishtat,
McClendon
Life without parole for capital murder Died in House Committee
HB397 Naishtat Board of Pardons and Paroles
procedures in clemency cases
Died in House Committee
SB 10 Bivins School Vouchers Died in the Senate
HB 3639 Naishtat, et al. Changes to state welfare laws Died in House Calenders
Committee






“Go Texan” matching funds program
for agricultural promotion
Agriculture and Livestock
8 ayes - Swinford,
McReynolds, B.. Brown,
Christian, Green,
Hardcastle, Hupp, C. Jones
Passed Passed
HB788 Capelo (Whitmire) Establishes conditions regarding the
electronic transmission of certain
information to Texas Department of
Criminal Justice
Criminal Justice Passed
HB 649 Flores Authorizes the commissioners court to
direct the county clerk to waive fees for
filing real property records for persons
buying or improving a home with
assistance from a federal or for persons
buying or improving a home with
assistance from a federal or for persons
buying or improving a home with
assistance from a federal or state
assistance program that benefits low
and moderate income families.
County Affairs Passed Passed
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